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Greener pastures found
American League honors
Saberhagen with Cy Young at Grinnell in Iowa
See Story on page 10

Bucy rolls 2nd 300 game
in Corvette history

See Garrott's Galley, page 3

See story on page 10
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Four local schools receive KEF Flags

—News In Brief
Royal couple heading for Florida
after glittery send-off from D.C.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Prince Charles and Princess Diana,
the toast of the nation's capital for three days, were off to Florida
today with memories Charles said would be "ringing in our ears"
for a long tie.
A reception at the National Gallery of Art on Monday night
served as the royal sendoff, affording a last occasion for the heir
to the British throne and his glamorous young wife to mingle with
selected invitees from Washington social and political circles.
The black-tie dinner and reception followed a busy day that included visits to a suburban J.C. Penney department store and the
Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
"We will leave tomorrow with every kind memory and sound
ringing in our ears," Charles told about 400 people who had
received niuch-coveted invitations to the National Gallery Monday night.
As his 24-year-old princess, in a sleek, spangled white gown,
looked on, Charles, 36, glowingly praised the National Gallery's
"Treasure Houses of Britain" exhibit that was the focal point of
the couple's visit.
He said it emphasized the•"common sense of history and
shared heritage" of the United States and Great Britain.
In Palm Beach, Fla., where the couple planned a one-day stay,
yet another gala dinner awaited them, following similar formal
affairs in Washington at the White House and British Embassy.
Diana, who earlier Monday had joined Nancy Reagan attending a "rap session" at a drug treatment center for children, told
reporters waiting outside the National Gallery that she had enjoyed her visit to Washington "very much."
As reporters called questions to the princes, Prince Charles
added, "Speaking as her spokesman, she thinks it's wonderful."
Charles had visited the United States several times but it was
Diana's first trip,
Among the guests at Monday night's gala was actress Brooke
Shields. who said. "I feel tonight my prayers have been
answered. It's a dream come true."
Olympic Gold Medal gymnast Mary Lou Retton pronounced
Diana a "classy lady," saying, "I really look up to her a lot."
The royal couple received a 21-gun salute earlier in the day
when they arrived at Arlington National Ceremony to lay a
Veterans Day wreath on the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. The
prince wore his ceremonial Royal Navy uniform and saluted the
tomb as the band played the British and U.S. anthems.
Charles placed the wreath on the tomb where the unknown of
four wars are buried while the princess, in a royal blue dress cinched in black and a wide-brimmed hat, stood behind.
Afterward, the prince also placed a wreath at a memorial for
Field Marshal Sir John Dill, who was head of the British Joint
Staff Commission in World War II.
Then Diana and Mrs. Reagan, taking in a therapeutic session
at the Straight Drug Rhabilitation Center in suburban Springfield, Va.. heard teen-agers tell of experiences with drug
abuse.
"I guess when I think about it, I was scared," one girl said,
speaJcineto other youths in the group."I had gone to such extents
to do drugs and to get friendships. The things that I think about
was how much I hated myself ... I think I wanted everybody to accept me. I've really learned to like the person that I am."
Princess Diana said nothing, but Mrs. Reagan later told the
group: "There's a big wide world out there waiting for you, and
we need you, clear-eyed and clear-minded."
Meanwhile. Charles went to the Library of Congress and participated in a discussion of the Constitution with legal scholars
and jurists, including Chief Justice Warren Burger. He also signed "The Old Man of Loctinagar," a children's book he wrote.

Schools shine at awards presentations
Sixty-one public schools in 29
Kentucky counties were judged
the best public schools in Kentucky at the Kentucky Educational Foundation's Flags of Excellence/Flags of Progress
awards ceremony Monday.
Four local schools, two
schools in the Murray Independent School System and two
schools in the Calloway County
School System, received Flags
of Excellence. Carter Elementary and Murray High School
were the two city schools which
makes the second year that
these schools have won this
award. They also both received
a Flag of Progress. In the county
school system, North Elementary arid Calloway County Middle School were the award winners. Calloway Middle School
also received ,a Flag of
Progress.
'Today, we have come

together to recognize excellency
of the most precious kind,'
/
Foundation Vice-President
Laramie L. Leatherman told the
600 participants who assembled
for the event in the Kentucky
Center for the Arts in Louisville.
"Our young people are our
hope for the future. Their
teachers are the bulwarks on
which we depend. When they
succeed together, it is occasion
for the rest of us to rejoice,,,"
Leatherman added.
He noted that in 1984, 45 Kentucky schools received flags of
Excellence. In addition to the 61
Flags of Excellence winners,
this year's awards ceremony
presented Flags of Progress to
146 Kentucky schools representing 78 counties.
Dr. Jack Rose,. Calloway
County school superintendent,
said that wheh you look at the

superintendent, Mr. Walter
number of schools across the
Byars, school board chairman.
state that received these awards
Roy Cothran, Middle School
and then the number of schools
principal, Leigh Ann Furr,
in the community receiving
president of the Middle School
awards that it speaks well for
Student Council, Ronnie Walker,
the entire community and the inNorth Elementary principal.
terest that the community has in
and Jason Haley, a sixth grade
its young people.
student at the school.
Murray Independent School
Superintendent Robert Glin JefRepresenting the city school
frey was out of toi.vn today and
System • were Mr. Robert Glin
unavailable for comment.
Jeffrey, superintendent,'
Kentucky Education Founda- Doralyn Lanier, Curriculum
tion was established in 1984 with
- Director, -Doris .Cella, school
the realization that Kentucky's
board chairman, Willie Jackson,
education quality, can benefit Carter Elementary
principal,
and advance in national stature
Bill Wells, high sehool principal.
only through the active support
Jackie Boltz, high school student
of the private sector and through
council president and , Laura
private funding of creative Cella,
president of Tri-Alpha.
motivational programs that sup- the high school honor society.
plement, rather that supplant,
educational tax dollars.
Carter , Elementary, principal
Attending the award Willie Jackson said that he was
ceremony from the co nty "very., pleased to _get the
system ,were Dr. Jack
se, recognition."

Elsewhere...
Ily the 4•Laaelated Pma

WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court is being asked to give
communities the po •ver to force new adult movie theaters to
locate in certain parts of town and nowhere else.
WASHINGTON - Last month, workers at a private shipyard in
portland, Ore., began to overhaul the Navy amphibious docking
ship Duluth. Next spring, a similar vessel, the Cleveland, will arrive at a Navy shipyard in Long Beach. Calif., for overhaul.
WASHINGTON - Republican or Democrat, House member or
senator, members of Congress who have visited Russia in recent
months say the man President Reagan will meet at the Geneva
summit next week cuts an impressive figure.
OAKLAND, Calif. - "Mugsy," Vernon and Jose rule the turf
from 16th Street to 1051h. rough East Oakland neighborhoods that
not long ago featured drug deals, assaults and vandalism on
public buses. Now they ride the buses for money, keeping crime
and graffiti at bay.
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Becoming partly uluuti
tonight with a low in the nut!
50s. Southerly winds.less than
10 mph.
..Partly cloudy and warm
Wednesday %Alva high in the
low to mid 76s. Southerly
winds 5 to 15 mph.
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Subscribers who hove not
received their home delivered
copy of The Murfey Ledger,"
ENfended Force).
Times by 5:30 p.m Monday'
'The extended forecast calls
Friday or by 330 p,rtl Saturday
for considerable cloUdiness
ore urged to coil 733-1116 betwith a chance of showers
weee S:30 p.n. end 0
, Thursdny through Saturday.
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. end 4 p.m. SaturLAKE LEVELS
days. Office Hours - S a.m.-3
Kentucky
354 7
Lake. .
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Circuit Judge James Lassiter has announced his retirement from the bench.

"tall Onto A% Desk!

James Lassiter to retire from bench
By KEVIN BOW DF:N
Staff Writer
On January 2, 1986 the bench
which • Circuit Judge James
Lassiter has occupied since 1967
will be vacant.
An official announcement of
Judge Lassiter's retirement has
been relayed to Goyernor Martha Layne Collins. with . Judge
Lassiter's resignation effective
January 2, 1986.
It has been a hard decision to
make, according to Judge
Lassiter. who admitted that he
had considered 'retiring at the
last election but had been talked
into another term by fellow
lawyers. •
Judge Lassiter's Murray office, one of,two offices he works
out of when he is not at work in
Circuit Court. is located off
South 5ttt Street. After walking
down the long, dark corridor a
turn to the left Will place you in
front of his secretary. Seated
comfortably behind a neatly
organized deak, Judge Lassiter
is surrounded by partially-panel ed walls with framed plaques, a
painting and a pkotograph of his
1949 law school graduating class
from the University of
Kentucky.
Judge Lassiter will turn 67 in
July 1986 and said that health
reasons as well as "burnout"
were two of the main reasons for

his retirement.
"I'm aware of it but it doesn't
give me any problems," said
Judge Lassiter about back
problems.
In his 18 years on the bench of
the 42nd Judicial Circuit Court.
Judge Lassiter admitted that
the caseload has "easily doubled" since he was first elected to
the position in 1967.
"It the increased caseload is
mainly due to the litigous society we live in," he explained as he
eased back in his high 'back
chair.
An interview late last week,
'concerning his retirement.
-unraveled more than a Circuit
Court judge.
It revealed an extraordinary
man. A man born in and devoted
to his hometown of Murray.
Judge Lassiter's father,
Albert Lassiter, was a Calloway
County farmer and merchant.
Reminiscing about his father,
judge Lassiter laughed lightly
as he fondly told a story about
his father telling him the only
reason he entered politics and
the law profession was to get
away from having to sucker
tobacco. His mother was Helen
Wells Lassiter.
A 1939 graduate of Murray
State College, Judge Lassiter
went straight to work in the
Gilbertsville accounting office

of the Tennessee 7v7alley Authority. In early 1942 Judge Lassiter
entered the Ar
's Officer Candidate School Iuring the war
years of World War II. He was
assigned to an irmored division
at Fort Ca pbell after he
graduated ron OCS in 1942.
As a major the Army,Judge
Lassiter coved a lot of ground
during his a my years - serving oversea in Europe. going
from Om ha Beach and
finishing 1is stint at Pilsen
Czechoslo4kia.
Judge lassiter was released
from actilve duty in April 1946
and placedon active reserve. He
was later called back to Army
service in August 1961 for a
period of one year. He was
transferred to the retired
reserve in 1964.
Judge Lassiter entered law'
school at the University of Kentucky in September 1946 and in
February 1949 Passed the state
bar exam with tne highest score
in the state.
It wasn't long after he entered
into private practice in Murray
in 11049 that he ran successfully
for the- state;senate. defeating
incumbent Crorge Overbey, of
Murray and Joe Nunn. of Trigg
County.
"It was very close," said
Judge Lasstiter. "It was hot but
gentlemanly."

-Continuing his career'in the
political field. .Judge Lassiter
was ap415inted Commonwealth
Attorne in June 1954. He was
re-elected in the 1955, 1957 and
1963 elections.
His election to the judges
bench came in 1967 when the
position became vacant.
He has since held sole claim to
the title, as he has had no opposition in his races for re-election
since being named Circuit Court
Judge.
Judge-Lassiter adinitted that
he will be leaving 'nothing but
pleasant" memories of his job.
but that he was looking forward
to spending more time with his
hobbies and family He is married to the former Mary Nlocire
Windsor, who has been retired
for the past two years. They
were married in 1941.
'But, added Judge Lassiter, being Circuit Judge here has also
involved "our share of crimes
Involving 'personal
violenct.,
which is always tough." The recent gross utility tax case: in•
volving the _city 'and.. county,
school boards, was one of his
most. memorable *and _dif(jcult,.
cases, said Judge Lassiter.
Looking ahead to his retirement. Judge Lassiter has plans
of pursuing his interests in hun(Osiet'id so pa')
1.
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CRASS FURNITURE INC.
103 S. 3rd

753-3621

Says
Thanks Murray --- Calloway Co.

Draft recommends
Medicaid changes

FRANKFORT. Ky. been disbursed over the
— A draft report of years. The report
a gubernatorial panel recommends a single
studying Medicaid says cabinet-level agency be
the program should be established to oversee
expanded and Kentucky all state purchase of
should be willing to foot health care services
the bill, even if it means with a career profesbigher taxes.
.
sional as its head,
The Special Medicaid rather than a political
Program Review Ad- appointee.
visory Committee will
Two very expensive
. meet in LouisVille
expansions for Medicaid
Thursday to debate the are recommended in the
• report, which was draft.
released on Monday.
One would increase
The report recom- the benefit payments
mends that Medicaid under Aid to Families
spending be increased with Dependent
each year by at least the Children by an imsame percentage as the mediate 33 percent with
growth in general state annual adjustments for
tax revenues.
inflation plus 5 percent.
But if that is insuffiThe increase in AFDC
cient. the report- recorn- payments would
mends tax increases to automatically increase
make up the difference. Medicaid and adThe first option is a ministration costs and
tax on "products con- I- would utlimately cost
sidered to be injurious about $155 million in the
to health" such as 1986-88 biennium, accortobacco and alcohol. An ding to Cabinet for
increase in the general Human Resources
sales tax and the institu- spokesman Brad
tion of a statewide lot- Hughes.
tery are also
The other recommenrecommended.
dation would extend
. The report also says eligibility for Medicaid
the state should change to children upto the age
the way it administers of 18. or 19 if they are
Medicaid, which pro- still in school. The curvides health- care ser- rent age limit is 6.
vices for the indigent.
. Such a move would
. "One of the most im- cost about $23 million in
portant changes which the next biennium, acneeds to take,, place in cording to Cabinet for
the health care system Human Resources
is a shift ,from the spokesman Brad
state's role as fiscal Hughes.
agent and payor of serThe draft also convices to that of beconi- tains several recoming a • pruhent pur- mendations on ways the
chaser' of health care." state might reduce the
-'the report said.
•
cost of Medicaid by 'enThe responsibility for suring that only the trupublic health care- has ly needy are.eligible.

280 safe deposit boxes
emptied in Italian bank
ROME
Ai'I —
Thieves emptied 286
safe deposit boxes at a
branch of Italy's second
largest bank before setting off an alarm and
fleeing, police reported.
Officials of the Banca
Commerciale said they
could not estimate the
losses from the Monday
robbery until- they

Storiewlde
Every item in stock Nothing held back

received an inventory of
the stolen itemi. from
'depositors:
—
-'
The gang apparently
entered the bank by for.cing a connecting door
in an adjacent building,
th€n used twg sets of
keys to get into the room
housing the sabideposit
boxes, officials said.

Hog market report listed
Federal-State Market News Service Nov. 12, 1985
Kentucky Purcbane Area Hog
Market Report Includes 4 Buying
Stations
Receipts: Act. 51111 Est. 850 Barrows
& Gilts .26 lower Sows steady
US 1-2 210101 lbs.
143.75-44.25
tew at 44.50
I'S 2 21*-2111 lbs.
$42.25-43.75

1.11 2.3 210-250
US 3-4 250-270 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1.3 300-450 lbs.
US I 3 450-500 lbs.
IS I 3 over 500 lbs.
US 2-3 300.500 lbs.
Boars 131-34

1143.25 43.75
$42.25.43.25
$.14.00.35.50
133.5030.50
*36.0037.00
537.00- 31.50
533.00-33.50

8:00 A.M. until?
Sale Ends Saturday
302 N. 12th
753-5842

Thank You For Allowing Us To Serve You For The
Past 48 Years. We Truly Appreciate Your Support
And Patronage. We Want To Show Our Heartfelt
Appreciation By Offering Our Entire Inventory Of
Nationally Famous Home Furnishings, Including
Broyhill, Serta, Flexsteel, Bench Craft, Athens,
Cochrane, Simmons, Rowe, Catnapper, And Many
Others, At A Full 48% Discount Off The Dealers
Suggested List Price.
Once Again, Thank You.

Introducing Our New
H.O. 84 Homeowners
Much Broader Coverage
Still the Best Rates
We can write up to 6 miles out.
Call us for an H.0.4134 Quote
today.

keep ThQ Gres,
GM Feeling Nith
4.enuine

980 Buldc Regal Somerset
Fully loadwl. 2 ton• paint

Martha
A.B.
J.D.
Laurie Terry

$5,300
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PERSPECTIVE
Congress must take
budget medicine
Whenever the Congress
takes a new course, the apprehension in the hallways rises
in a crescendo. Right now
there is wailing and gnashing
of teeth on Capitol -Hill over
the prospect that a new budget-balancing plan will be
passed. That probably means
that it will be passed.
And it should be passed.
High time. ,
The main argument against
it is that it does nothing immediate to cut the budget. But
if Congress could ever bring
itself to do that, there
wouldn't be a problem. What
the plan does that is new is to
give to President Reagan the
authority to cut the budget if
Congress doesn't. That's castor oil to Congress, but it must
be swallowed.
Other arguments are contradictory. We are told the
plan would cause the president to make excessive cuts in
spending for the poor and not
ciit defense deeply enough. We
are told the result would be

None of these arguments
has any weight except the
last. Sure, the plan could be
repealed before it goes into effect. That happened in 1978
and 1980 when President
Jimmy Carter thought he
wanted to cut the budget and
then decided he didn't want to.
It could happen again. Somewhere down the line,,fongress
surely will try to-spit the medicine out. But we have a suspicion that Ronald Reagan is
made of stronger stuff.
And what is the alternative?
Do nothing, until the national
debt rises to $3 trillion?

looking back
Ten years ago
Michael Shelton has been
named by Murray-Calloway
Jaycees as Outstanding Young
Farmer of Calloway County for
1975.. He also has been selected
as one of three outstanding
young farmers in state of
•
Kentucky.
Krit Stubblefield, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield,
and Sandra Stark, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stark,
both of Calloway County. were
crowned as King and Queen of
First District of Farm Bureau at
event held at Murray State
University School auditorium.
The Murray Optimist Club is
honoring Calloway County High
School Speech Team and Murray High School Band as a part
of Youth Appreciation Week being observed by the club.
Elected as officers of 1-16mane
Society of Calloway County were
Dr. Keith Heim, Karen Spratt,
Pat Baker, Carole Rahn and
Jerrie Parkin.
The Steelers posted an
undefeated season and were
champions of Little League
Football play at Murray Middle
School. Nicky Ryan, Kenny
Humphreys and Greg Henning
were coaches.
Twenty years ago
"Putting out the flag this morning in front of the office
brought back old memories of
Army days and marching
behind an Army band," from
column. "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Rezina E. Senter, head of
Library Science Department at
Murray State College, will be
the next president of Kentucky

thoughts
in season

Kilroy Ledger & Times

garrott's galley

not enough money for defense
and too much for social programs. We are told a popular
president just re-elected on a
no-new-tax program should
turn around now and propose
new taxes. And we are told
that the plan won't ever go
into effect because Congress
and the president will reverse
themselves and repeal it before it has,any impact..

Library Association, an
organization of more than 500
librarians throughout Kentucky.
Lucy Alderdice was installed
as worthy matron and HoIlie
Alderdice as worthy patron of
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star at an
installation held Nov. 4 at-lodge
hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Drinkard
and daughter, Shirley, of
Rochester, Mich., have been the
guests of his mother, Mrs. Lila
Drinkard, and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Tosco E. Wilson
have returned to Calloway County to make their home after
residing for past 15 years in Indianapolis, Ind.
Thirty years ago
Total cash donations to Murray Hospital drive have now
reached a total of almost $8,000,
according to Mrs. H.T. Waldrop,
president of Murray Hospital
Auxiliary.
Participating in the QuadState Choral Festival on Nov. 15
at Murray State Coljege will be
56 students from Murray Training School.
Sharon Churchill was honored
at a party on Oct. 29 in celebration of her 10th birthday by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Max
Churchill.
Wayne Flora has qualified for
sales record with Commonwealth Life Insurance Ca. to
attend company's Golden
Jubilee Convention in New
Orleans, La., Nov. 13-17.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Bell and
children of Buffalo, N.Y., are
the guests of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch of
Lynn Grove.

GiftA¶Iffigikr

By Ken Wolf
What is the best way to defend
yourself against Evil — also
sometimes known as Sin or
Satan'
Be yourself, be an individual,
eVen an eccentric, urged Joseph
Brodsky at a commencement address at Williams College in 1984.
Real Evil, Brodsky argued, is
usually found in crowds and
majorities:
Evil is a sucker for solidity. It
always goes for big numbers,
for confident granite, for
ideological purity, for drilled
armies and balanced sheets.
When "everybody is doing it,"
he seems to be saying, chances
are that there is something fishy
— or at least phoney — going on.

Like leaves in the wind, some
of the good ones at Murray State
continue to move on to greener
pastures, much, no doubt, to the
dismay of those with whom
they've worked as well as the
school's administrators. Janice
Tucker is one of the most recent
to depart.
For more than six years,
Janice has been the very
capable and hard-working coordinator of publications in the
university's printing operation.
That's where I knew her, worked with her and observed some
of the things she turned out for
several years before I retired.
Even helped her pick up some
spare change by editing a monthly newsletter for Dr. Richard
Broeringmeyer and his Health
Awareness Center out on 94
East.
At Murray State, Janice
edited and proof-read all the
printed materials passing
through the operation, rewriting
much of it from rough — often
handwritten — notes brought in
by faculty and staff members.
She also tirelessly proof-read
the academic catalog, and produced a big percentage of the
copy for The Murray State
Alumnus, at one time the official
publication of the Alumni
Asssociation but now apparently
haling out of the picture in the
wake of a new one, The MSU
Times,.
• • •
Janice, who is 31 years of age,
came to Murray State in 1979
from Sturgis, where she had
worked for our good friend up
there, Ed Calman, on his Sturgis
News. In the press, she won
two Kentucky Press Association
feature writing awards.
Before that, she had worked
for publisher Bob Carter and

WASHINGTON (AP) — As the
U.S.-Soviet summit meeting
draws nearer, advice to President Reagan from members of
Congress is streaming in'.
Rep. Tom Petri, R-Wis., put
his advice in the form of a cautionary tale.
Shortly agler the end of World
War II, PetrY told the House
recently, a Wisconsin fur farmer
decided to try to do some
business with fur farmers in the
Soviet Union.
The idea was to trade some
Wisconsin mink for Soviet
sables, fur-bearing animals
about the size of mink found 9nly
in that country and whose pelts
are highly prized and costly.
The Russians proved to be
quite cooperative," Petri said.
"In exchange for five Wisconsin
mink, our farmer was allowed to
choose five sables — one male
and four females."

Every dog shall have his da.
the saying goes. In the Senate.
that apparently also goes for
toys for dogs and cats as well as
gentlemen's neckties and
women's purses.
Senate Majority Leader
Robert Dole laid out an
elaborate time agreement last
week regarding more than 40
amendments dealing with trade
and the amount of time the
Senate would be allotted to consider them.
An amendment on imported
athletic shoes was given 20
minutes to be equally divided
between Republicans and
Democrats.
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editor Cecil Herndon as the
lifestyles editor on their Kentucky New Era at Hopkinsville.
She had moved 'to Kentucky
from her native Illinois, where,
earlier, she had worked on the
Daily Journal at Eldorado and
the Daily Register at
Harrisburg.
Her on-the-side, freelance
work has included articles
published in Kentucky Monthly
and Rural Kentuckian, editing
manuscripts for aspiring
writers, writing handbooks, producing sound-slide presentations and editing Dr. Broeringtneyer's newletter. She kept
busy.

the printers. She also will be
soliciting articles by outside
writers from among the school's
famous aind illustrious alumni in
the nation's executive management, scientific and, of late
highly sophisticiated, computer.
oriented fields.
She'll also do some news and
feature articles for general
release, and will have specific
responsibility for a "campus
news beat" assigned to her.
You can't blame Janice for
packing up and leaving, though.
It is only human for one to try to
better oneself.
At Grinnell, she will receive
approximately $9,000 more on
the year than she was getting at
As a student, Janice was a
Murray State. She will get one
Presidential Scholar at Southern
month of vacation each year,
Illinois University at Carbonand the school is paying full cost
dale. She graduated in 1976 with
of her hospitalization and staff
majors in journalism and
life insurance programs.
speech, specializing in public
Nor, did she have to rent a
relations. After she came to
truck or trailer to move her
Murray State, she continued her
things to Iowa. The school sent a
education by going to school at
moving van — at its expense —
night to,earn a master's degree
to handle that for her.
in busineSs administration.
• • •
• •
Founded in 1846 by a western
Today, though, she is in Grinpioneer by the name of Josiah
nell, Iowa, a little town slightly
Grinnell, the college only has
northeast of Des Moines: There,
about 1,200 Students, and its
she is learning the ropes as the
11.5-to-1 student-faculty ratio
new editor of The Grinnell
and its $170 million endowment
Magazine, the official alumni
ranks it right behind that of Harpublication at prestigious.Grinvard and ahead of Yale's.
nell College.
Nearly everything at,the colAt Grinnell. which the Ford
lege,..including sports events, is
Foundation lists among the 10
open and free to Grinnell
top private undergraduate,
residents. The school, they say,
liberal arts colleges in the coun- 'has found the cost of taking
try, she will be responsible for
tickets at the stadium exceeds
five issues a year of the alumni
the receipts,
magazine. She has been given a
The athletic department
$50,000 budget to do it'— printing
clearly does not set the agenda
5,000 copies per issue.
at Grinnell. When the football
She'll be doing the writing and
team won two games in a row a
editing — something she
few years ago, some students
thoroughly enjoys and does so. reportedly moaned that "too
well — as well as working with
much emphasis was being plac-

ed on sports."
Each year. according to some
notes Janice shared with me
before she left, the college offers
a "stimulating cultural
climate" for the town's 8,900
residents
which includes the
students. Every year, there are
something like 50 concerts and
recitals, 125 films, six stage
shows, 120 special lectures and
seminars and 75 sports events
for the townspeople as well as
the students to enjoy.
Too, the town's quiet, sane environment continues to attract
national attention. Safe Places,
a book that profiles more than
100 interesting communities
with negligible crime rates, has
listed Grinnell in both its
editions.
The local radio Station'
generally leads off its morning
news. Janice says, with an overnight crime report that goes
something like this: "No, arrests, no fire alarms, no
accidents."
There are no parking meters,
no parking ramps, and when the
local barber steps out for a -bite
of lunch, he sets his cardboard
"Will-Be-Back-At" clock and
doesn't even bother to lock the
door to his shop
• • •
We've all read and heard alot
of late about Kentucky's college
and universities — Murray State
included — not having the funds,
necessary to hold top people on
their faculties_ and staffs.
This is becoming a serious
problem, and Janice's situation
simply points up the dilemma.
They are going to miss Janice
out there in the printing operation. but we all wish her every
success in her new work at Grinnell, which She views as a new
and exciting challenge.

capitol ideas
by lawrence I.
knutson

The moral for the president:
"When negotiating with the Russians. you need more than good
faith and a handshake."

WALTER L. APPERSON. Publisher
.
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production Manager
DAVE REEVES, Advertising Manager BOB TAYLOR, Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
•

by m.c. garrott

She headed for greener pastures in Iowa
as alumni editor at prestigious Grinnell

But after he got home, he
discovered that the sables
wouldn't breed," the congressman said. "Upon closer inspection he found that the male
had been neutered."
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The same 20-minute span was
doled out to imported silk and
textile handbags, and imported
"textile toys for dogs and cats."
Dole said the agreement
would "help Us break the logjam" that is preventing the
Senate from acting on other
legislation and extending the
current session closer and closer
to Christmas.
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MURRAY TODAY

Jo Burkeen

Coming community events are listed
Tuesday. Nov. 12
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
-Murray Lions Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club
House.
---Lost Chord Club will
meet at 7 p.m.'" in
Classroom 3, Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah. For
Information call
1-442-1310.
---Dr. R.L. Noran will
present a free
"ESProgram" at 8 p.m.
in Curris Center
Theatre. Murray State
University.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building. South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Groups.of First Baptist Church Women will

Tuesday, Nov.12
meet as follows: Estelle
Gray with Ruby
Melugin- at 9 a.m.,
'Rebecca Whittaker wish
Neva Biggins at 2 p.m.,
and Louella Beddoe
with Susie Malone at 7
p.m.
---Groupstof CWF of
First Christian Church
will meet as follows: I
with Helen Bennett at 10
a.m.; III in basement of
Education Building at
7:30 p.m.
---Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

Tuesday, Nov. 12

DATEBOOK

Wednesday, Nov. 13
Calloway County
Hospital

Murray Branch of
AAUW will meet at 7
p.m. in Community
Room, North Branch of
Events in Land BetPeoples Bank. Members ween the Lakes will inof League of Women clude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
Voters and Business and at Golden Pond Visitor
Professional Women Center Planetarium.
are invited.
------Musical. "Grease,"
Good Shepherd United will be presented at 8
Methodist Church Men p.m. in Robert E.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. Johnson Theatre, Fine
for a country ham sup- Arts Center, Murray
per in annex of church. State !University.
---Wednes-day, Nov. 13
Bereavement Support
Homemakers Clubs Group will meet at 9:30
will meet as follows: a.m. and Living with
South Pleasant Grove Diabetes will meet at 2
with Hilda Orr; Harris p.m., both in third floor
Grove at Ellis Center classroom, Murrayand Pottertown at Col- Calloway County
Skating party for onial House Hospital.
Robertson and Carter Smorgasbord, both at 10
---Elementary Centers am.
Free blood pressure
will be from 6 to 8
. p.m.
---checks Will be given
at Roller Skating of
Study of Prayer will from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
Murray.
be at 7 p.m. at home of Hazel Community
---Jerry Miller. For infor- Center which will be
Southwest Calloway mation call 4316-5338.
open from 10 a.m. to 2
Elementary School
--p.m. for activities by
Parent-Teacher
LadiabdaST events at senior citizens.
Association will meet at Murray 'Country Club
---7 p.m. at school.
will include bridge at
Douglas Community
---9"30 a.m. and luncheon Center will be open from
Murray High School V at noon.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
Football Banquet
senior citizens
(potluck) will be at 6:30
Ladies day events at activities.
p.m. in cafeteria of Oaks Country Club will
---•
school.
include bridge with
MSU Chess Club will
Peggy Noel as hostess meet from 6 to 11 p.m. in
Alzheimer's Support at,,i30 a.m.
Mississippi Room, CurGroup will meet at 4:30
ris Center.
p.m. in private dining
Murray-Calloway
---room of Murray - County Ministerial
Murray Bass Club will
Calloway County Association will meet at
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
'central center 753-3314 Hospital. For informa- 1:30 p.m. in
doctors' dintion call 753-5131, exten- ing room of Murray- Sirloin Stockade.
---sion 199, or 753-5561.
Blankenship Circle of
South Pleasant Grove

CHERI
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(Cont'd on page 5)

Italian Spaghetti
Special
DOWNTOWN
NASOPPLVII•

CE.V11ER

Pfebea-sNa

ONLY $ 1

49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra

Inside Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

N•o• Arrivals

•Ohostbusters •Creature
*Dowel, Hill. C.
'Ad.., •1111eiring Violations

Mon. Sal. II a.m. 10 p.m.
Sun I p.m. 10 p.m.

chastaut at

-3 14

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday 11 ANI-10 PM
YOU (an I vol thos w1.11 at horny for Inf, or fry

Mu
°Iray Ledger & Times

editor

JPSASQC will meet
Jackson Purchase Section of American Society
for Quality Control will meet Thursday, Nov. 14,
at Holiday Inn, Mayfield. John Domke, quality
manager of Ingersoll Rand of Mayfield, will
speak about "Prevention vs. Fix It." This
meeting has been designated as "Manager's
Night" with a social hour at 6 p.m., dinner at 7
p.m. at Domke's presentation at8 p.m. For information and reservations contact Ted Bagwell,
phone 1-247-6730. •

CMS Clubs plan fund
Calloway County Middle School Beta Club and
Science Club are sponsoring a fund-raiser campaign for Randy Botunfalk, a seventh grade student at the Middle School. Bohmfallt was seriously injured when he was struck by an automobile
in early September. He was taken to Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, where he continues to be a
patient with his condition improved but still
critical. His hostpital and doctors' bills have
already exceeded insurance coverage, and the
family is in need of financial assistance, a school
spokesman said. Posters and cans will be placed
at various businesses in Murray."Any donations
to this worthy cause will be appreciated," club
members said.

Youth will work
The Youth of First Baptist Church will be
available for work such as painting, raking
leaves, general home clean-up or any other
small jobs on Saturday, Nov. 16,from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. Any persons in need of some assistance in
cleaning up around homes or businesses, call the
church office, 753-1854.

Best sellers are listed
Best selling books of
week of Nov. 10 as
released by Time
magazine have been
released as follows:
FICTION
1. "Texas," James
Michener
2. "Lake Wobegon
Days," Garrison Keillor
3. "Secrets," Danielle

Gospel Singing
featuring
"
The Southern Sounds
"

from Milan, Tennessee
at

Chestnut General
Baptist Church
Saturday, November 16
7:00 p.m.
Everyone Welcome

Steel
• 4. "Contact,". Carl
Sagan,
5. "Skeleton Crew,"
Stephen King
.
6. "The Cat Who
Walks Through Walls,"
Robert A. Heinlein
7. "Lucky," Jackie
Collins '
8. "The Secrets of
Harry Bright," Joseph
Wambaugh
9. "Galapagos,- Kurt
Vonnegut
10. "The' Invader's
Plan," L. Ron Hubbard
NON-FICTION
1. "Elvis and Me."
Priscilla Beaulieu
Presley
?. "Fit for Life,"
Harvey and Marilyn
Diamond
3. "Yeager: An
Autobiography,"
Yeager and Janos
4. "Iacocca," -Lee
Iacocca
5. "Dancing • in the
Light,'' Shirley
MacLaine
. 6. "I Never Played the
Game Before," Howard
Cosell
7. "The Be Happy Attitudes," Dr. Robert
Schuller
8. "Jane Brody's Good
Food Book," Jane
Brody
9. "Distant Replay,"
Jerry Kramer With Dick
Schaap
10. "Shoot Low, Boys
- They're Ridin'
Shetland Ponies,"
Lewis Grizzard

Nurses' plan meeting
District 13 of Kentucky Nurses Association will
meet Thursday, Nov. 14, at 5:30 p.m. at Holiday
Inn, Mayfield. Nancey France, assistant professor of nursing at Murray State University,
will be chairman of the program on "Health
Care Legislation" to be presented following the
meal.

Breakfast on Sattirday
A Country Ham or Sausage Breakfast will be
served from 6-to 10 a.m. on Saturday, Nov. 16, at
South Marshall Junior High School. The cost will
be $3.50 for adults and $2.50 for children. This is
sponsored by Band Boosters and all proceeds
will go to South Marshall Junior High Band. For
advance tickets call 437-4391, 354-8627 or 527-7447
or tickets may be purchased at the door.

Singles plan event
The Murray Single Connection will have Game
Night at Corinne's, 306 South Fifth St., Murray,
on Thursday, Nov. 14, at 7 p.m. Persons are asked to bring finger foods and beverages. For more
information call 759-1692,453-9414 or 436-2174.

Jessica M. Boggess Zorn
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Boggess of Mayfield are the
parents of a daughter, Jessica Marie, born on
Thursday, Oct. 31, at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Richard E. Boggess Sr. of Mayfield and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles A. Hodge of Fancy Farm.

Casey A. McClure born
Mr. and Mrs. Chris McClure of Rt. 5, Mayfield,
are the parents of a son, Casey Allen, born on
Monday, Nov. 4, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Mason, Rt. 5, Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles McClure, Mayfield.

Brian Mark Hinson born
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hinson of Buchanan,
Tenn., are the parents of a son, Brian Mark,
weighing nine pounds, born on Sunday, Oct. 6, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother
is the former Tammy Wilson. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. James Hinson of Paris, Tenn., and
Mrs, Lorraine Bach of Toms River, N.J. and
Buchanan and the late Wink Wilson of Puryear,
Tenn.

Michael McCuiston born
Mr. and Mrs. Micky McCuiston, 1213 Melrose
Dr., Murray, are the parents of a son, Michael
Derek, weighing eight pounds 13 ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Wednesday, Oct.
30, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. They
have another son, Mitchell Kyle, 5, and a
daughter, Tiffany Nichole, 3. The mother is the
former Donna Smith. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Max McQiiston of Murray, Gerald Pat
Smith of Almo and Ms. Brenda Smith of
Puryear, Tenn. Great-grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Acie Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Sykes, all
of Murray, Mrs. Elaine Perighan of Puryear, the
late Winfred James and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Talmadge McCuiston.

Fergason finishes class
Army Spec. 4 Jerry D. Fergason, nephew of
Mary Barnes of Rt. 5, Murray, has completed an
Arabic-Egyptian Dialect language course at
Defense LAnguage Institute, Presidio of
Monterey, Calif. Classes, which consist of six to
eight students, offer six hours of intensive
spoken language instruction daily. He is a 1974
graduate of Murray State University.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include the following: Clara
Smith of Murray from Western Baptist; Mary
Norwood of Murray and Richard Gidcumb of
Almo from Lourdes.

We Sell Only The Best
14 Lb. Box 100% Quarter Pounders
Ground Beef

•Chris & Jan McClure
!Wyatt & Kathy Glover
*Mark & Paige Story
*Charles & Paula. Reeder •
•Mark & Tamara Hinson
.*Thomas & Donna Judd
•Terry &Madeline
Hendrickson
•Jeffrey &Shelly Windsor.
•Kenny & Debbie Usher

Mon-Wed 10-8
Thurs-Sat 10-9
Sun

Patties
Field's
Wieners
•Steve & Mitzi Parrish
•Earl & Kathy Adams
*Jimmy & Cindy
Lassiter
*Wayne & Donna Jones

Lb

$1

69

We Ship Country Ham Anywhere!
Partin Country

Sausage

Lb. $ 1 39

Order Gibson's Delicious Country
Baked Ham for Thanksgiving Now!!

WE PROCESS DEER!!
Aged Country

Ham

/
1 2 Whole or
Center Slices

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

Maternity and Childrens Shoppe
•Layaway Now Fdr Christmas

Central Shopping Center

$ 799

759-9578

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-160t."
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
1N• Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
"Only Federal InsPected Meat Market In Murray"
•

•

Engagement of couple announced

▪

Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Whaley of Murray an:
flounce the engagement
,of their daughter, Sandra Jane, to Kenneth
Hills Rowland III.
The groom-elect is the
son of Kennet*
Rowland Jr. .and Ms.
Andrea Rowland, both
of Richardson, Texas.
Miss Whaley is the
granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenneth D.
Mullen of Norfolk,
Mass., and of Pete
Whaley and the late
Mrs. Madeline Whaley
of Selbyville, Del.
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Murray
High School. She
presently is attending
Stephen F. Austin State
University,
Nacogdoches Texas,
where she is majoring in
Elementary Education,
Deaf Education and
Visual Impairment.
Mr kowland is the
grandson of Mr. • and
Mrs, Kenneth H.
Rowland Sr. of Whispering Pines, N.C., and of
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J.
Grieco of Bricktown,
N.J.
The groom-to-be is a
graduate of Richardson
High School. He
presently is a student at
Stephen F. Austin State
Unfversit-y,
Nacogdoches, where he
is majoring in Business.
Wedding plans are
incomplete.
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Events... (Cont'd from page 4)
Wednesday, Nov.13
United Methodist
Church- Women will
meet at 7 p.m. at
church.
---Session meeting willbe at 7:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
--- -Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Women Will meet as
follows: Wesleyan with
Doris'Rowland, Hannah
with Judy Stahler and
Ruth Wilson with
Rebecca Irvan, all at
7:30 p.m.

SandraJane Whaley, fiancee
. ofKenneth Hills Rowland III

Thursday,
Nov. 14
District 13 of Kentucky Nurses Association will meet at 5:30
p.m. at Holiday Inn,
Mayfield.
---La Leche League will
meet at 7 p.m. at home
of Belinda Boynert,
903B Northwood Dr.,
Murray.'For triettportation call 759-1647.
---Murray High School
Chapter of Future
Homemakers of
America will have
Daddy-Date Night at
Kenlake State Park.
---Jackson Purchase
Section of American
Society for Quality Control will meet at 6 p.m.
at Holiday Inn,
Mayfield.
• ---Events in Land Between the Lakes will inelude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
at, Golden Pond Visitor
Center Planetarium.

Reunion
of Feagin
family held
A Feagin family reunion and birthday dinner for Roscoe Feagin
was held on Sunday.
Oct. 13, at General Tire
Union Hall in Mayfield.
Those attending were
the following:
The Rev.., and Mrs.
Roscoe Feagin, David
Feagin, Mr. and Mrs.
YARDS OF THE MONTH - The Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club has selected
Daniel
Feagin and
the
yards of the month for October. Selected as the Residential Yard of the Month was the home
children, Chad and
of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel B. Sheeley, 1111 South 16th St:, top photo. Selected as the Business Yard (if
the month was Chasity, and Mr. and
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and Jericho Feagin, all
of Hickory; Mr. and
Mrs. Laurie Richards
and -Jeff and :Cindy
Richards, Freemont;
Mrs. Audrey Lee,
Patricia Lee, Debbie
Ross, Jason Ross, Dan
Clark and Mrs. Mary
Lee, Paducah; Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Vaughn, Lone
Oak; Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman Westbrook,
Michigan; the Rev. and
Mrs. Jaspper Cook,
Texas.

Salary
justified

We carry men's, women's
& childrens jeans.
*Fashion sweaters

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) - A spokesman
says a salary of between
$146,000 and $189,750 for
the top executive of the
Farm Credit Banks of
Louisville is justified
because of increased
duties.

*Skirts

Thursday, Nov. 14
Poet Richard
Katrovas will read from
his works in a free program in Barkley Lecture Room, Curris
Center, Murray State
University.
---Second night of
musical, "Grease," will
be presented at8 p.m. in
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
---AA and Al-Anon will

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1985
Thursday, Nov. 14
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663
Murray Chapter No.
92„Royal Arch Masons
and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge halt
---Woodmen of World
Grove 6126 and Camp
592 are scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. at Golden
Corral Restaurant.
.
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Dexter Homemakers
Club will meet at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center.
---Senior citizens attivities will be from 10"
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from 10 a.m: to 3
p.m: at Ellis Center.
" ---Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
Christmas Crafts
Open House of First
Baptist Church will be
at 11 a.m. at 820 North
20th St., Apt. 2, Murray.

By Abigail
Van Buren
r(

Joke on Wedding Invitation
Provokes a Cool Reception
DEAR ABBY: For several- years a
We understand that this is a
young woman (she's now 29) has problem, but can't something else be
been coming to my home to trim my done without depriving us girls of
three poodles. She would drive to our our privacy?
place-in the country after work, so I
Thi;Orincipal has,already removed
paid her Very well, adding a gener- the doors from the boys' rest room
ous tip. I always had a lovely dinner compartments. .
for her and she enjoyed being with
Please help Its, Abby.
my husband and me. I'm 68, but the
UPSET.IN
age difference didn't matter-we beELK RIVER, MINN.
came good friends.
I was invited to her bridal shower.
DEAR UPSET: State your obAt first I hesitated,lcnowing all her jections in the form of a petition
friends were younger women, but I and have it signed by as many
finally Aceepted, took-an-expensive people as possible (includin
g
gift and had a wonderful time.
your parents), then present it to
Then came her wedding invita- the principal. Good luck.
tion. Written across the top-in her
cavn hand-was:"Fifty dollars mini*
mum for the gift, please." Abby, I
nearly had a stroke! I could -not
believe it. I. studied it for a week, 'DEAR ABBY: I applaud "Katherine from Georgetown, Tekas" for
then wrote her a note saying that
wanting to donate her organs after
her suggestion of a4.5i!) minimum for
a gift was the maximum in poor death. I find it hard to believe that
no family member or friend was
taste, and I would not be attending
willing to sign her-donor form as a
her wedding.
witness.
When she received my note, she
I was legally blind for sevezal
called crying,"It was supposed to be
years until somebody unselfishly
a joke. I thought you had a better
clansated his corneas to an eye bank.
sense of humor!" Then she hung up
I am now 25 years old and can see.
on me.
A few days later she returned my Tbe gift of sight was the greatest
gift I could have received from,
shower gift by U.P.S., so I phoned
anyone,
but it happened only beher and told her I had given her that
gift in good faith and was sending it cause someone gave a part of himself
to improve the life of a stranger.
back to her. I also said I had
Whatever excuses Katherine was
discussed her invitation with several
given by family and friends for
friends who all agreed it was in
refusing to sign her donor form. I'm
terrible taste. Again she said she
sure they would have felt differently
thought I had a better sense of
if they had a loved one in need of an
humor, and perhaps because I was
in a different age group I took it organ.
If Katherine still hasn't been able
wrong. .
to find a witness to sign for her, I
Abby, am I old-fashioned, behind
volunteer. I'm signing my name,but'
the times and lacking in a sense of
if this is printed, sign me ...
humor? Or have good taste ahd
. SEEING CLEARLY
manners gone out of style?
IN MICHIGAN '
POODLE LOVER
DEAR SEEING: Thank you.
DEAR LOVER:Good manners
Many others wrote offering to
and good taste have not gone
sign for Katherine. One woman
out of style. You cannot be
wrare: "Tell Katherine to go to
faulted for reacting as you did.
the grocery store and ask a
The poiAlle groomer's so-called
couple of the checkout clerks to
"joke" was tasteless and devoid
be witnesses. That's what I did."
of humor for any age group.
* * *

DEAR AY: The principal of
our school is going to remove the
doors from the girls' rest room compartments because he says some
girls smoke in them

Problems Write to Abby. For a personal, unpublished reply, send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to Abby.
P.O. Box 3892.3, Hollywood, Calif.
90038. All correspondence is confidential.)

Prices to Crow About!
/
1 3 to /
1
2

Sal
Of
e
f
Dresses
Values up to $1-10

*Stirrup pants and more...

All at great prices!

For Christmas

OPEN: THURS.-SAT. 9-5

Sue's Discount Jeans

121 N. at Stella

New Shipment

753-2493

Pulsar
Watches
All Coats

25 0

Off

*Assorted colors & styles.
—Pantcoats, Raincoats,
Carcoats, and Full Length Coats
Sizes 6-20
"Sale Ends Nov. 16th*

• TOWN ct COUNTRY
DIXIELAND CENTER

753-8365

25

NOW $

Selected Group
Anne Klein Belts /
1
2 Off
Large Selection of
Fall Merchandise 'A Off
Large Racks of Sportswear

/
1 2 Off
And Much More Or Sale
Layaway Now For Christmas

°Ha PlaClit
SouiPhsyde hiloo

•
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• during his years on the bench.

Cooper reappointed to EMT
state advisory committee

ADVEit['AMEN I

Diet Pill Sweeping U.S.

Lassiter...

New Super "Dream Pill"
Lose Weight As You Sleep!
No Dieting — Eat All You Want
NEWPORT BEACH, Calif. — An
amazing new _super "dream 'pill"
has recently been developed and
perfected that reportedly "guarantees," that you will easily lose up to
10 pounds in 10 days. Best of all, it
allows you to "eat as much as you
want of your favorite foods and still
lose a pound a day or more starting
from the very first day until you
achieve your ideal weight and figure."
This remarkable new diet pill
combines two natural substances
which cause adults to lose weight
fast by "tricking" the body into acting like a teenager. These nutritional substances, called L-arginine
and L-ornithine, stimulate the
body's production of growth hormone. Dr. Robert Harris, a specialist in. nutritional medicine in
Stafford Springs, Connecticut, was
recently quoted as explaining:
"Growth Hormone may be what's
responsible for allowing teenagers to
down thousands of calories in hamburgers and other foods and still be
thin as a rail.
"Growth Hormone is present in
people up through the teenage
years, then slowly diminishes with
age But L-arginine and Lorthinine make the body 'think' it
belongs to a teenager again, allowing adults to eat as much as they
want — and still be thin and wiry:.
"Pill Does All The Work"
According to the manufacturer,
"the pill itself does sll the work
while you quickly lose weight with
NO. starvation 'diet menus' to follow, NO caloric counting, NO exercise and NO hunger pangs." The
pil is not a drug!, It is 1005 safe
consisting of natural amino acids
just like- those found in the foods
you eat everyday.
Life Extension Authors
Confirm Results
Durk Pearson and Sandy Shaw,
graduates of MIT and UCLA
respectively, introduced these miracle substances to the public in their
• s. runaway best selling book, Life
Extension. They discovered the
weight-loss effects by accident.

Sandy fell and broke her foot and
started taking L-arginine because of
its well-known healing qualities.
Much to her amazement Sandy lost
25 pounds of fat and put on 5
pounds of firm-toned muscle in six
weeks. According to Durk's calculations, the pill caused Sandy to lose
400 times as much fat as she would
otherwise have lost — without
dieting!
Lose Weight While You Sleep
One beautiful. thing about these
miracle pillsft the ease with which
they work. You don't have to count
calories and 'you don't have to follow special diets or eat special foods.
You don't even have to exercise.
The best time to take the pills is just
before you go to bed at night. That
way, the pounds melt away even as
you sleep. You wake up every
morning, slimmer, happier and feeling younger!
The super dream pill is already
sweeping the country with glowing
reports of easy and fast weight loss
from formerly overweight people in
all walks of life who are now slim,
trim, and attractive again.
Extraordinary Guarantee
Place your order now. If you are
not completely satisfied with the
thinner "new you" simply return
the empty container for a full
refund of your entire purchase
price. No questions asked. Now
what could be fairer than that?
You can order a 30 day supply of
these remarkable capsules for S19.95
or a 60 day supply for S34.95.
To order simply call Dream Pill
TOLL FREE 1-800-453-4903,
and use your VISA or MasterCard.
Operators are standing by 24 hours
a day, seven days a week. If you
don't have a VISA or MasterCard,
Dream Pill will also accept C.O.D.
orders right over the phone! But
please don't wait. Order today. You
won't risk a thing. Either you get a
slender new you — or you get a full
refund of your purchase price.
Dept. #10B
•.
Copyright 1985

(Cont'd from page 1)
ting, fishing and golf. He also
has plans of rekindling his
membership in the local Rotary
Club, which he had to give up
due to his judicial work.
With five other brothers scattered across the U.S., he also
has plans of travelling from San
Diego, Calif. to Raleigh. N.C.. to
visit them.
"I have a great respect for the
judiciary (system I...it is Much
more efficient and organized
now than it was when I first
started," said Judge Lassiter.

"You have to have some kind of
levity.. if you don't you'll go
crazy overnight."
Judge Lassiter went on to
credit the competence of the
lawyers, clerks and sheriff's
deputies and other support personnel that he has worked with

That committee will submit to
Governor Martha Layne Collins
three recommendations for the
position, from which she will
choose one to serve as Circuit
Court Judge until a new Circuit
Judge is elected.
There is currently some
debate in the state Attorney
General's office about whether
voters will elect a new Circuit
Court Judge in the November
1986-or 1987. Due to the office being a non-partisan position, the
state law concerning the
nomination of a candidate from
each of the political parties will
not apply, according to Judge
Lassiter.

Murray teenagers arrested
for shoplifting in Paducah
Four Murray teenagers were
arrested on shoplifting charges
Saturday in Paducah.
The four giils were arrested
for the theft of merchandise
from the Snyder's, Penney's and
Brooks stores, according to city
police Sgt. Ken .Alexander.
Security workers at the Meis
store took the four into custody.
Murray City Police Chief Paul
Jerry Lee and Calloway County
Sheriff David Balentine joined
Alexander in saying that all
store clerks should be on the
alert for shoplifting and that
shoppers should take precau-

tions to prevent personal thefts
or assaults.
The three agreed that some
tips to remember going into the
holiday season would be: don't
carry more packages than you
can easily handle; lock belongingain the trunk of the car; don't
leave a purse or wallet unattended while shopping; lock car
doors, not only after leaving the
car, but as soon as you re-enter
your automobile; check for
backseat intruders before stepping into the car; and if iomone
follows you on the way to your
car, turn and go back into the
store.

Toyota eyes Kentucky site
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP t —
Toyota Motor Co. officials are in
iKk n
irrspectiriat lasttvo
possible, sites for an automobile
mamilacturing plant and- Goy!
Martha Laytte Mins said,Kentocky has an inside edge in the

Read the want ads daily

RUDOLPH GOOD YFAR HAS GONE

A five man committee - consisting of two lawyer members,
two lay members appointed by
the governor, and the Kentucky
Chief Justice - will be responsible for the selection of a replacement for Judge Lassiter.

R•

other states.
-Toyota has narrowed their
decision down to-six
cluding-sites in Kentucky," Collins said Monday in an interview
with The Assciciated Press.
At least four different sites in
Olive counties have been visited
by... representatives of the
JapaneSe automaker. but Coltins._refus.erl-to-clisc_lose the areas
of-interest.
race with

Bennie L. Cooper of Murray
has been reappointed to the
Emergency Medical Training
Advisory Committee by Human
Resources Secretary Al Austin.
Cooper will serve a four-year
term, as a representative of
emergency medical technician
trainers.

The

Emergency

Medical

Technician Training Advisory
Committee advises Cabinet for
Human Resources officials on
issues relating to the administration of a statewide
training program for technicians to ensure quality medical
services for all Kentuckians.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1985
ARIES
You feel as one with a close tie.
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Buying and selling are favored. It's a
A friend has a recommendation good time to sign documents or
about choosing an adviser. Travel contracts. A home purchase is likely.
plans get the green light. Make SAGITTARIUS
important phone calls today.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
fie
TAURUS
There are deep feelings inside of
(Apr.20 to May 20)
you that you are hesitant to express.
Romantic b&ids strengthen. Agree- Otherwise, it's a time when you have
ments are reached concerning the an opinion about everything.
use of joint funds. Talks about loans CAPRICORN
and other banking interests are (Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
successful.
Much is going on behind the scenes
GEMINI
today. You'll do some wheeling and
(May 21 to June 20)
dealing careerwise plus some catchTop-notch efficiency marks your ing up on correspondence or study.
performance on the job today. You AQUARIUS
should also be happy about the (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
igk
course of relationship developments.
Group activity gives you the
CANCER
chance to air fbur thoUghts on many
(June 21 to July 22)
subjects. You'll be extending social
Schedule Job interviews now. Rap- invitations now. Make travel arrangeport With co-workers improves. A ments.
new assignment looks profitable and PISCES
)00,
engaging. Rise to the occasion.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
mow
LEO
A career venture no longer needs
(July 23to Aug. 22)
to be kept under wraps. Make your
Your heart is set on a Purchase for move now. Schedule business meetthe home or a celebration there. Luck ings and appointments with highercomes through partners. Singles ups.
enjoy dating tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY are both
VIRGO
•
creatitte and practical. Ideals mean
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
much to you and you should find an
Someone captures your fancy on outlet for them careerwise. You have
the job.
You'll make important an interest in occult subjects, are
domestic decisions now. Freelancers dramatic, and are drawn to the
should put feelers out for assign- theater. Your vivid imagination would
ments.
make you a fine writer of fiction.
LIBRA
Interior- design, antiques, journalism
(Sept.23 to Oct.22)
and real estate are other likely fields
Shopping is on your agenda for of interest. You need to keep yourself
today, but should also spend some busy lest you withdraw into .your
time using creative talents. Expect to dream world. BIRTHDAY OF: Robert
spend a lot of time on the phone.
Louis 8tevenson, writer; Jean Seberg,
SCORPIO
actress; and Oskar Werner, actor.
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
0 Kis 8.ng Features Syncloceir Inc
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Rudolph Goodyear
is giving away a yr.
of free credit.

tvits

To Qualified Buyers
tFwehidina Truck tires

isinirnuno

Here's the chance to get Whirlpool Appliances 0
0
0
(Refrigerators, Washers, Dryers, Microwaves,
Dishwashers, Stoves, etc.) with 12 months free r•
credit. No finance charge and no down payment.

g Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
'Business is Ci.00d

Murray, Ky.
We Have A Winning ream

0

& pr ,ce,
•on

!RUDOLPH GOODYEAR HAS GONE CRAZY!

Reprinted from the Gordon & Ferguson monthly, September 1915

Sponsored by

Milerray Ledger 8r Times

(502)753-0595
Qualify. Quant

1. Because this is the place I make money and
this is the place to spend it.
2. Because my interests are here.
3. Because I believe in transacting business
with my friends.
5. Because I want to see the goods.
6. Because I want to get what I pay for.
7. Because every dollar I spend at home stays
at home and works for the development of
the city.
8. Because the man I buy from stands back of
his goods.
9. Because I sell what I produce, here at home.
10. Because the man I buy from pays his part of
the city and county taxes.
11. Because the man I buy from helps support
my school, my church, my lodge and my
home.
12. Here is where I live and here is where I buy.

?;1

1
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Coffee drinking and heart disease studied iiirmma
BALTIMORE tAP A 25-year study of coffee
users found that people
who drink five or more
cups a day had almost
three times the risk of
heart problems as non.
coffee drinkers. tesear=:
chers say.
In a study of 1.130
white, male graduates
of The Johns Hopkins
Medical School between
1948 and 1964. the risk of
heart trouble was 2.8
times higher for heavy

coffee drinkers, the have found a possible 'makes- us believe this
researchers said.
link between coffee con- study may provide a
Even when other risk sumption and heart more accurate picture
factors - smoking, disease while others of the link between cofhigh-blood pressure. have not;said associate fee and heart trouble.".
cholesterol levels and professor Dr. Thomas
The researchers obage - are considered, A. Pearson, director of tained information on
there Is still a 2.5 times 'the Johns' Hopkins coffee use and smoking
increased risk, the Precursors Study.
habits at five-year interresearchers said Mon"Olar data is unique in vais for up to 25 years.
day, presenting their several ways," Pearson The study did not diffindings at the 58th said. "We have a large ferentiate between cafscientific sessions of the group which has been feinated or dec a fAmerican Heart very. cooperative, who feinated coffee.
Association.
have been followed for a
National Coffee
Some previous studies very long time. That Association spokesman
Bill Brooks said that 10
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of 12 major studies have
found no relationship
between Coffee drinking
and heart disease.
1
In one, of..the two
studies that did, the findings were later reversed by researchers,
Brooks said. "The bulk
of medical literature
does not support a finding that coffee is a risk
factor in the development of heart disease:"
U.S. ,coffee drinkers UNDERHILL HONORED - Larry Gilbert, Calloway County High School
consume an avei-age of FFA advisor, looks on as Jeanie Underhill is handed a check from Ronnie
Gibson, Optimist Club president. Underhill is one of two Kentucky high
312 cups a day, he said
school students selected to the National FFA band. The check will help support her activities with the national band.

1

Deaths blamed on storm

A wintry storm Warn- snow in the Cascade
ed for at least 17) deaths Mountains of
dumped mare snow on - Washingtomstate,-after
the Sierra Nevada today National Gdard rescue
after clogging Califor- helicopters airlifted 31
Pia highways with more to safety on Monday.
than four ,f,eet of Snow
-It's probably going
and 'tripping hundreds to take all week to get
of hun ters .in the everybody -out." said
Cascade - Mountains of Jack. Bartley, Yakima
Washington.
County search and
The 'massive storm rErstoe coordinator, who
stretching from' the said from 50 to 75
Pacific to the GuliCoast bunters had walked to
and into the r pper safety by'early today.
Midwest dumped more
Monday's low of 8
than,- 7 inches of rain on degrees at Reno. Nev.,
one Texas town and has was _a full 5 degrees off
Piled more than 5,feet of the old record set 10
snow a round 1,a k e years ago. Burt* Ore.,
Tahoe since Sunday. ,
'hit 10. below zero. shatAs much as 14 inches _tering the 7-year-old
of snow fell. in Utah's record of zero degrees.
'mountains Monday:
Since'Saturday. nine
while its no rthern trailic deaths in Wiscon7
valleys received about 4 sin, two in Iowa, one in
SELECTED FOR HONOR - Loren Wisehart, son of Anita and Larry ihehes,.and a winter South Dakota were
Wisehart, was selected as Student of the Week for week of 4;kt. 22 to 29 at stcirm warning was,'blamed on the storms,
Calloway County Middle School. Wisehart, an Eighth grader, Is active in posted,for tOclaY'.
as was the death of a
Academic Team, Speech Team, Band, Science Club, Beta Club and Talent - About 500 elk hunters pilot of
a small plane
Identification Program. Pictured from left are Loretta Jobs of Century 21 remained stranded to- that crashe
d in
Realty, Wisehart, and Sam Parker of Radio Station WSJP.
day by up to 4 feet of Colorado

I
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2.09 Off
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(Good
Through November)

Your next new or transferred prescription

4

*Ask how this coupon can be worth $3.00
1.

- Byron's

Safe-T Discount Pharmacy —
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MARY ANN TOBIN
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Coped Annex
Solar 168
Frankfort KY 40601
(5021 564-4226
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home of
Murray.
Mr. Lewis, 78, died
Sunday at 1:20 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Verble Kendrick Lewis; one
daughter, Miss Judith
Ann Lewis; two sons,
the Rev. Kendrick
Lewis of Almo and
James M. Lewis; one
brother, Fred Lewis;
nine grandchildren; six
great-grandchildren.

brothers, Cletus,
Wayne, Eddie and Hale
C. Montgomery. all of
Union City, Duke and
Donnell Montgomery.
Hornbeak, Tenn., Dan
Montgomery, Samburg,
and Dennis Montgomery, Plymouth,
Mich.
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Renault Alliance DL convertible
UP
S
AVE
TO $934••

SA
UPll

$700-

Jeep Comanche XLS 4WD
(Also available in 2WD)
SAVE gb.4
UP TO 41 19034

Jeep Cherokee Chief
SAVE
'•
UP TO $1,24f3

••

Renault Encore GS
SAVE
UP TO

$720**

Austin Swain
18 month old son of
Todd 8 Laura Swain

"Watch Our
Baby Grow'
Portrait
Club

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY

ns

753-0035

July 25, 1985
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To the People of Kentucky
904`
Honorable Martha Layne Collins, Governor
Honorable George H. Weaks, County Judge/Executive
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court

Renault Alliance DL

Wednesday is
Tot's Day
Speciel Packages
Speck& Prices
K&K STUMP REMOVAL

A Coupon For Inconvenience

Stock Market

and was 9. member of
Hardin Lbdge No. 567 Industrial Average
Goodyear
2.14
27% unc
Free and Accepted Air Products
I.B.M.
135% +3
38% +%
/
4
Masons and` First Apple Computer
Jerrico
20 unc
23/
1
4 uric
United Methodist American Telephone
34% ..%
t
Kmart
211
/
2 unc
Church, Murray.
Briggs & Stratton
JCPenney
27/
1
2 unc
30% unc
37% .1/4
Chrysler
Penwalt
42 +/
1
4
Survivors are his Cracker Darrell
Quaker Oats
13
/
1
2
+
/
1
2
/
1
2 -1/s
58
wife, Mrs. Estella Dollar Gen. Store
Scientific-Atlanta
/
23 -1
4
/
4
11 -1
Hargen Lancaster; two Durakon
•
Sears
15 -1
/
4
-Vs
daughters, Mrs. Anna E-Z-Ern Inc
1514. WIC
Texaco
.,
38% -5/s
Turrell and Mrs. Rhea Ford
Time Inc
48 unc
381/4 -1/4
Solomon; one son, ForuM Group
U.S.Tobacco
32 +/
1
4
10% +
Dallas Lancaster; four G.A.F.
45/
1
4 + 11/s
Wal-Mart
28/
1
2 +1
/
2
sisters, Mrs. Blanche General Motors
Wendy's
15% unc
+
Burchett, Mrs. Hildred GenCorp, Inc
C.E.F. Yield
/
63 -3
4
7.41
Paulk, Mrs. Erse Mae Goodrich
32% -3
4
Fox and Miss Minnie
Lancaster; one brother,
Cooper Lancaster; eight
grandchildren; 10 greatMUNICIPAL BONDS
STOCKS
MUTUAL FUNDS
grandchildren.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Father of local woman dies
Services for Paul
Richard Montgomery
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Cryer &
Son Funeral Home,
Obion, Tenn.
Burial was in the Antioch Cemetery there.
Mr. Montgomery, 59,
died Friday morning at
Baptist Hospital. Union
City, Tenn. His death
followed an extended
Illness.
He was a tool and die
maker and a commercial fisherman.
Survivors are his
wife, Mrs. Jennie Montgomery; one daughter,
Mrs. Tressa Heltsley,
Murray; one son, Danny
Montgomery, Union Cit y , Tenn.; three
grandchildren;.
His mother, Mrs.
Beaulah Montgomery.
Samburg, Tenn.. survives, along with one
sister, Mrs. Charolette
Hogg,_ Samburg; eight

A New Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

INVESTMENTS

Alton M. Lewis rites today
The funeral for Alton
M. Lewis of Almo is today at2 p.m. at Mt. Zion
United Methodist
Church, Medina, Tenn.
Officiating are the
Rev. Jerry Hassell and
the Rev. Bill Osborne.
Music is by the Church
Choir.
Pallbearers are Jim
Williams, Real Graves,
Jack Chandler, Jack
Stewart, Phillip Hale
and Caleb Witt.
Burial will follow in
Mt. Zion Cemetery with
arrangements by

Coming Soon-

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Lancaster rites Wednesday
Graveside services
for William C. Lancaster will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Brooks
Chapel United
Methodist Church
Cemetery. The Rev.
Julian Warren will
officiate.
In charge of arrangements is Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call
until the service.
Mr. Lancaster, 91, of
Rt. 7, Murray, died Sunday at 1:25 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was retired from
Nashville, Chattanooga
and St. Louis. Railway

ISCOUNT

AMERICA'S BEST
SMALL CAR PROTECTION

ON ALL RENAULT IAOCIELS
Levied %%twenties Certarn
restnchons apph Ass tor(Weis

Jeep %%boomer Limited

8ApVrEo $1,331 •
_
'On specie() nee 1986 models Cle..vere0 tn•
Nov 20 1955 One.rates avail**. Terms ,,an,
we,rate selecled See orate,try details
*!Seoncts based on companson oil3., ann,rai per
centage rate at Irs1 pnces vettl ararrable ophons
Actua sas•nos depend on optons ordired arnourli
imancei enoth confract

From American Motors PI
See*/ beets sew lives

HURRY.8.8% FINANCING ENDS NOV.20.

CAIN'S AMC JEEP, INC.

Hwy. 641 North

753-6448

•

We have examined the statement of receipts, disbursements, and excess fees of the Sheriff of Calloway County for the year ended December
31, 1984. Our examination was made in accordance with the Standards
for Audit of Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities, and
Functions, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and
accordingly,included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
The County Clerk was audited by Richardson, Howe, Wilson & Cunningham, Certified Public Accountants, for Calendar Year 1984.
As recommended by the State Local Finance Officer, pursuant to Kentucky Revised statute(KRS)68.210, the accompanying financial statement is prepared primarily on a cash basis. Consequenlly, certain
revenues and the related assets are recognized when received rather
than when earned, and certain expenses are recognized when paid rather
than when a liability is incurred. Accordingly, the accompanying financial statement is not intended to present financial position and results
of operations in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statement presents fairlythe receipts, disbursements, and excess fees of the Sheriff for the year
ended December 31, 1984, in conformity with the accounting system
described above, applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding
year.
We also conducted tests of compliance with state laws and regulations,
and unless otherwise noted below, the tested items were in compliance
with applicable state laws and regulations. During our examination,
nothing came to our attention to cause us to believe that the untested
items were not in compliance:
We did not conduct a study and evaluation of internal accounting control as we concluded that the audit could be performed more efficiently
by expanding substantive audit tests. Therefore, we placed very little
reliance on the internal accounting control system.
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATION
Our comments are intended to be constructive. The purpose of each
is to point out areas for improvement. The absence of extensive comments of a complimentary nature does not imply the Sheriff's accounting and compliance procedures are deficient or unsound. Accordingly, we offer the accompanying comments and recommendation:
Prior Year
In the prior year audit report, we reported one noncompliance. We
recommend the Sheriff comply with MRS 68.210 which establishes
minimum accounting requirements and internal control for all counties and county officials. This noncompliance has been corrected and
is not commented on in the current year audit findings.
Current Year
Excess Fees Due County Should Be Paid
The accompanying statement reflects the Sheriff owed excess fees to
the county in the amount of $6,883 at the completion of this audit. We
recommend this be paid to the county.
Yours for a better Kentucky,
Mary Ann Tobin
State Auditor of Public Accounts
•
The above transmittal letter accompanied the audit report presented
to fiscal courtAnd is published pursuant to KRS 43.090(2).
Copies of the-cilinplete audit report are available upon'request by contacting the state Auditor of Public Accounts, Suite 158, Capitol Annex,
Frankfort, Kentucky 401101.
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Selecting proper sandpaper can be quite a problem
By ANDY LANG
AP Newateatures

abrasives used in consumer sandpaper, each
applicable -for a different use. Aluminum
oxide, man-made, is the
big seller, since it can be
used on a variety of surfaces and is especially
durable. Another manmade abrasive is silicon

carbide. It is very
sharp; can cut faster
than aluminum oxide
and requires very little
pressure. It is used often
to sand household items
made of soft metals,
such as aluminum furniture, or to remove rust
from a car. Another

grain that man has
wroughlt is zirconia
Selecting the proper
alumina. It is sharp yet
sandpaper can be a
strong and is best suited
chore in these days of
for the rough sanding
both man-made and
jobs performed with
natural abrasive grain
power sanders.
materials.
Flint and garnet are
There are three mannatural materials. Flint
made and two natural
was the first grain used
for common household
\
- \MIKINO50, SHOP US FIRST irgoreAre.--..446.7%7A wood sanding chores.
SP17.4-1.46But it is comparatively
t brittle and quickly
1
deteriorates in use.
fr
ll
Susan Black, technical
manager for the Consumer Products Divi4
.4--Irgii ar
.
,
sion of Norton Co„ says
flint is not recommend.
101 VOffi•
;
-- --1,
5.
ed for sanding jobs
VI these days and, in fact,
is rarely found on the
VI
0 market today.
500 S. 4th Murray
........,.......L........."
T/ Garnet is still widely
ii.
Store Hours:
used. It is not as durable
tll
7-S kion.-Fri.,8-12 Sat.
753-6450
as
the manufactured
D
abrasives, nor is it
CL
I recommended for sanNWV
ding metals, but it is ex—1 cellent for wood sanding
because it removes soft
$2
re //,
N
II
e_s OA Alt SIlltnill 11
material easily and
CAIMUDGES •
,,„,,,
• -- •
resists what is known as
II- II .... -- .I.
'
\\---2
,- •i
1 "loading," which means
.
01
/
4\ v ...‘
-,..ii we 00
1 .
..-_-t-r-." II
filling up the spaces bet. ..„ .
ON 2 I FL 0/ -"Is. ,
-RIMS
ween the abrasive
glre.alp
lit
z.-.grains that occurs dur-.. •-•
,
ing the sanding of cerOn
tain materials. Soft
woods and plaster tend
to load sandpaper,
thereby decreasing its
and Standard Stilconet GI 300 and GE 361
effectiveness. One of the
We bring good things to life
solutions is a special
Limited Time Only
open coat sandpaper
GENEMAleELECTRIC
) that has more and
larger spaces between
Storm Doors
grains. There is also a
/
special treatment that
Storm
will retard loading,
;,:-:,::
Economy
Windows
(
availablefor garnet,
Mill Finish
2-Track
aluminum oxide or
32" and 36"
Mill Finish
r( silicon carbide.
Self Storing
Half
Screen
The size of the
11
abrasive
grain par'
ticles, called the grit
each
. 14/
size, determines the.
.
•
. All Stock Sizes
kind' and quality of the
final Ifinish. It is
designated by either a
tiot
number
or a classifica-Kerosene
tion. The smaller the
0 number, the larger the
I) grit size. For instance,
A1116
,01,10
Thy1,/
Radiant Clean RSA-8
c 36 grit is larger than 120
grit, removes material
faster
and thus provides
-n
6.
$7999
, ..•t-•
a coarser finish. Most
..
VI
VI sandpaper manufac, .
•
‘......
-I turers are beginning to
call their products by
4.-"•--..--.... White Clean
Dedication produces
the simpler designasuperior products.
tions of coarse,
KSA85
1
0 The NUMBER
M
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are larger than the majority of the particles
can damage the surface
by imparting scratches.
There are three common shapes of sandpaper: sheets, discs and
belts. Discs and belts
are used only on power
sanders, while sheets
can be used for both
hand . and power sanding. Instructions that
accompany your power
tool give the information on what size and
shape disc, belt or sheet
is appropriate for the
unit.
Most sandpaper sold
to do-ityourselfers has a
paper backing, the
weight of which is
chosen according to the
method of sanding to be
employed and the
toughness of the job. A.
weight is a light and
flexible backing usually
combined with a fine
grit size for hand sanding. C-weight is a
stronger and less flexible backing matched
with the intermediate or
fine sand grit particles
for hand sanding or
small power sanders. Dweight is the strongest
paper backing combined with coarse grit size
particles for the tougher
hand or foower sanding
jobs. Most paper backing, says Black, is unsuitable for wet sanding, so manufacturers
have developed special
waterproof backing for
these operations.
Another special is a
screen backing that
prevents loading in dry
wall or plaster sanding.
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A DRAMATIC TWO-STORY living room is featured in this threebedroom house priced for middle incomes. For more information
about Plan HA1334Y. write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
legal-size envelope —7 to York & Schenke, Architects, 226 Seventh
St., Garden City, NY 11530.

Designers turn hotel suite into cozy home
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures

needlecrafts, painting
and model-making.
Their designs and products were used to.
fashion a number of at.
tractive accessories
which enlivened the
well-furnished but dull
rooms of the hotel in
which the show was
held.
For example, a
bathroom was personalized with iron-on
designs of pink flamingos created by Linda
Thatcher. Though the
transfers looked like
more difficult-to-apply
appliques, they were
simply ironed on to
fabric and other surfaces with a hot iron.
The 'flamingoes were
applied to a nightgown
and slippers, bath
towels, soap dish,
shower curtain, mirrors
and other items.
Lampshades were
either cut and pierced or
decorated with a stenciled design or covered
with decorative fabric;
they helped transform
the prim lamps into
more appealing
decorative accents.
Decorative pillows were
covered in patchwork or
quilted fabric or lace
and massed on beds and
sofas in the large suite.
Other items included
floral arrangements for
tables; baskets and picture frames; quilts on
beds and as hangings;

It. might seem impossible to turn an
anonymous New York
City hotel suite into a
replica of a cozy home,
but the feat was accomplished by some
craft project designers
who are members of
Hobby Industries of
America.
The trade group
brought its show to
Broadway to
demonstrate the variety
of projects a
homemaker could
tackle to beautify the
home.
According to Steve
Pen, chairman of the
Attention Sunday
craft division of Hobby
painters and weekend
Industries, the
do-it-yourselfers: Getdeinonstrations
ting ready to paint? represented a first for
Remember, the best
the trade group. Its
time to paint your house
more than 2,00 0
is during clear, dry
methbers include
weather. Temperatures
designers, manufacshould be above 40 F
turers, wholesalers,
and there should be no
retailers and publishers
threat of rain. Allow the
of do-it-yourself craft
morning dew to
books. All serve the
evaporate before painhome hobbyist.
ting. And, do not paint in
The show's purpose
the bright sunshine. Inwas to stimulate instead, paint the areas of
terest in crafts and to
the house that are in the
shade, and follow the demonstrate how far the
sun around the house, doit-yourself industry
always painting in the has come since the
shade. Be sure the sur- 1960s. The show
face of the house is organizer,s attributed
clean and smooth and be the growth of their
sure to protect surroun- market to the increase
ding plants and of leisure time and of interest in hobbies such as
shrubbery.

Clear and dry
weather best
for painting

7
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Tram Dottcenter
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray

handpainted wood
jewelry boxes and a
painted wool blanket
chest; rugs made from
scraps of cotton, and
floor mats of carpet
samples which had been
painted.
A cheerful picnic setting included purchased
plastic utensils and inexpensive glass plates
and cups and wicker
plate holders. All had-.
been .,decorated with
pink arld green paint.
The emphasis seemed
to be on proving that
even unskilled individuals can make attractive hpme accessories that look professional, using the products and services of the
hobby craft industry.
According to Joyce Bennett, who organized the
exposition, the satisfactions eof doit-yourself
crafts include exercising your creativity and,
as a dividend, producing
attractive home accessories that are less
expensive than those
you might buy in a
store.
Bennett, who has been
a crafts shop retailer, a
manufacturer's
representative, a
designer and is now
editorial director for a
do-it-yourself book
specialist, dates the
beginning of the hobby
craft field as we know it
to the mid-1960s when
"the flower children in
California were all making things." The interest
spread across the country and activities such
as macrame, quilting,
decoupage and many
other pastimes all enjoyed great popularity.
Over the years there
have been dips in interest. Sometimes one
craft or another will
become a fad and then
almost disappear as
another takes over.
However, she said
overall interest in craft
hobbies had steadily
grown.
Last year the industry
claimed a 17 percent
sales growth over 1983,
but increases in some
fields were considerably
higher. For example,
knitting and crochet
supplies registered a 46
percent increase. Other
growing categories of
products are holiday
items, flower and
natural crafts as well as
candle arts, doll making
and craft publications.
"We carry 3,500 howto books in our inventory." said Donald
Reisman, a wholesale
distributor of craft supplies headquartered in
Atlanta and president of
Hobby Industries.
"People seem to be
creative by nature. Kits

sell,. but the doltyourselfers seem to enjoy working out their
own ideas with the help
of a how-to-book," said
Reisman.

1100•41."'"--4'--idemossemasseemmow.
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First impressions of house subject of conversations
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteaturee
When architects,
builders and real estate
brokers talk among
themselves about
houses, which is likely
to be their most frequent subject of conversation, you are sure to
hear the expression
"curb appeal" quite
often.
If you and I were doing the talking, we probably Would use the
term "first impression." For that's what
curb appeal Means —
the first impression you
get of a house. Or how it
strikes you before you
go inside; how it appears to you, so to
speak, from the curb.
Before I entered my
present residence, I was
quite sure while standing outside that it probably would be my
future home. My second
impression of it, after
getting inside the front
door, could have changed my mind, but all
things being equal, put-

ting a down payment on
the house was only 9
:
matter of going througR
the legal formalities.
Why are there so
many people selling
houses these days who
do not Understand the
importance of "curb appeal?" Time wnd again,
real estate signs at the
front of a house up for
sale are a few feet away
from a pile of debris an
unkempt lawn or peeling paint.. Of course,
anybo-y withia bit of imagination can see in his
own mind how tggests
more of the same that
cannot be seen.
Communities have
personalities. You can
discover them very
often merely by riding
through neighborhoods
in your car. Underneath
their exteriors, the
houses really are not
identical. But you can
somehow sense whether
what you are seeing is
likely to be anice plce to
live. Dirty Streets and
messy yards destroy the
"curb appeal" before

you get a chance to
determine whether the
interiors are livable.
Pride of ownership is
evident if the houses are
in good condition and
the grounds well maintained.
As real estate brokers
know, the most important ingredient in the
sale of a house is location. That doesn't
necessarily mean a
place where the houses
cost a lot, although
these days some people
consider all house
prices too high. What it
does mean is a location
where people seem to
live well no matter what
price category their
houses are in. It is surprising how nice some
low or middle-income
neighborhoods are.
Well-cut lawns, flower
plantings, hedges and
trees contribute to the
attractiveness of the
9
community.
"Curb appeal" applies, in a sense, to the
inside of a house. The
prospective buyer can

be turned off by seemingly unimportant
things ... a door that
squeaks as you enter a
room, a faucet that
drips, a dirty wall, a pile
of laundry in a corner,
peeling wallpaper, a
stained ceiling, even a
too-loud stereo.
All of this does not
mean that a house must
be well -manicured
'every time a possible
purchaser comes into
view. But there's a difference between a house
that has a "lived-in"
look and one that seems
to be breeding
sloppiness.
Incidentally but
significantly, a house
sale can be hindered by
the failure to have vital
information at your
fingextips or the fingertips of the real estate
broker. When an interested person asks
how much the taxes are,
it is not enough to say
two or three thousand
'dollars. Your answer
should be precise. The
very fact that you give a

•
specific amount is an indication that you are not
trying to jode anything,
such as an astronomical
figure. When you or the
broker is asked where
the nearest elementary
or high school is, give
the location and how far
it is from the house. If
there is anything you
can add about the quality of the educational
system in the area, so
much the better.
The same. goes for
questions about electric,
heating, gas, garbage
collection or other rates.
Perhaps you can't
remember all the
numbers. Then write
them down and be ready'
to read or show them.
It's all an extension of
"curb appeal."
(Do-it-yourselfers will
find much helpful data
in Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home
Repairs," which can be
obtained by sending $2
to this paper at Box 5,
feaneck, NJ 07666 I
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN ;
CREATED TO COMBAT ENERGY cosrs, this contemporary,
passive solar design has a south-oriented family room, itself a heat collecting agent. The glazed roof and walls in the family room flood the interior with natural light. Plan HA 1301K has 991 square feet on the first
flout and 939 on the second. For more information write — enclosing a
stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Charles Koty, 27 Barry
Pall: Court, Searingtown, N.Y. 11507.
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Looking for a way to
liven up those plain,
solid-color walls, or
make your floor the
centerpiece of the
room? The National
Paint and Coatings
Association suggests using stencils to create a
truly elegant and individual room.
Stencils can be used to
give a kitchen that
"country" feeling, add
an Art Deco touch to a
living room, create the
feel of an early
American dining room
and much, much more.
Floor stencils can help
bring a room into more
comfortable proportion.
A floor stencil around
the outer edge of a room
can enlarge a small
room by drawing the
eye to the perimeter of

the area. A pattern in
the center of the room
will draw the eye inward and thus make a
large room seem
smaller.
The first step is to
clean the surface. For
floor stencils, sand varnished or painted wood
lightly with fine grit
sandpaper. Apply a
light coat of varnish and
then sand lightly on unfinished floors. Make
sure the surface is completely dry before beginning to stencil.
Start stenciling not by
painting — but by planning! Lay out the design
before starting. Start
with the corners, using
masking tape, pencil or
grease pencil to mark
where the stencil will go
in a given space. put the

paint to be used — artist's acrylic and oil,
Japan, or packaged
"stencil paints" in a
bowl.
Spray the back of the
stencil with adhesive or
lightly tape it to the surface to be stenciled. Using a brash recommended for stenciling, fill in
all the desired areas
with the first of your
chosen colors. Hold the
stencil brush close to the
bristle for better control. Usng small
strokes, fill it in. As you
work, drop the brush
lightly on newspaper
with each use to remove
extra paint and keep the
coat even.
When the stencil is
finished, apply a coat of
polyurethane over the
stenciled area to protect

it. After the first application of
polyurethane on a floor
stencil, "rough tip" the
area with Tine-mesh
steel wool, vacuum and
apply a second coat of
polyurethane.
With stenciling you
can create a truly personal environment at
minimal cost. Try your
hand at stenciling and
make the rooms in your
house come alive with
colorful designs!
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Saberhagen named AL Cy Young
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
t API - Honors and
awards keep coming in.
but Bret Saberhagen
says 'nothing can beat
the birth of a son.
A spindly righthander who went 20-6
for Kansas City and won
two World Series
games, Saberhagen was
named Monday the
youngest winner of the
Cy Young . Award in
ATheriCan League
history. Saberhagen, 21,
was earlier voted the
Most Valuable Player in
the World Series.
Asked to list his biggest thriU. Saberhagen
gestured across the
room to his wife and

Bowling 300
Bucy: `Ijust got lucky" '4
By JIM RECTOR Sports Editor
Corvette Lanes opened for
business in 1959 and until last year
no bowler had achieved the covetted
300 game.
Now, in the last two years, two
bowlers have chalked up perfect
games with the latest being 38-yearold Ken Bucy of Route 1, Hazel. On
Oct.14 in conjunction with the Monday night Kentucky Lake Men's
League, Bucy notched a strike in
each frame of his first game and
earned the right to wear a commemorative ring presented by the
American Bowling Congress wtjich
sanctions Corvette Lanes.
Bucy. a native of Calloway County, says he ."just got lucky" in bowling a game most avid participants
of the sport only dream about.
''Throughout the game I knew I
was bowling good," Bucy said. "I
was putting nearly every ball right
in the pocket. But. I also knew that
at any time I could drop one in the
pocket and they wouldn't all go
down. That's the way it happens
sometimes."
On that memorable day, however,
Bucy's luck and skill held true
frame after frame. And even though
bowling is primarily an individual
sport, Bucy. credited another
member of the Pagliai's team with
helping him attain his goal. ,
"I threw good almost every ball
except the last one acrid I threw it
bad. I knew it was bad, pulled it
because I was looking up at the pins
when I turned it loose. It was on the
Brooklyn side !left hand side of the
head pin) but it carried.
"The whole alley stopped on my
10th frame. I don't think I was nervous, though. Even on that last ball
I didn't feel nervous, but I must
have been the way I looked up.

"(Teammate) Jerry Jones played
a big part in getting me through,"
Bucy said. "From about- the fifth
frame on he was calming me down,
reminding me of things ... it was
nothing specific he told me, but
maybe it was ju.st the way he said it
that relaxed me. He was instrumental in me getting that 300."
It took Bucy 23 years of "off and
on" bowling to finally reach the pinnacle. He got his start in the sport
during a period 'in his childhood
when he participated in Saturday
morning kids' leagues in Michigan.
He never took formal lessons, but on
occasion someone would suggest an
alteration in his grip or form and he
has polished his technique over the
years to an average of about 200.
"I'm not what you'd call a finesse
bowler by any means. I'm not good
enough to try and finesse it. I do
throw a pretty powerful ball. It's not
fast, but it's fairly powerful at the
end," Bucy explained.
The best game Bury had bowled
prior to the 300 was 268 in league
play. Once he had eight straight
strikes to start a game before falling short.
Immediately following his perfect
game, Bucy laughs about what happened. Reality bit him with a 182.
Combined with his 300 and a final
game of 247, Bucy's seiTg was a
respectable 729.
"The first ball of the next game
(after the 300) I hit on the nose and
got a nasty split - but I deserved
that. Then I buried the next three
balls and left the eight pin on all of
them. Any one of those first four
balls were as good as any of the
balls I threw in the first game, but
that's the way it goes. Sometimes
they don't go down and sometimes
they do."

son, Drew William. who
was born the day before
he pitched the Royals to
an 11-0 victory over St.
Louis in the deciding
seventh game of the
World Series.
-Prey.. William is
definitely No. 1 with
me," he said. "You
can't beat"that."
New York Yankees
ace Ron Guidry. 35, who
went 22-6 with a 3.27
earned run average,
p to
was runn er
Saberhagen. Bert
Blyleven of Minnesota
finishe 51 third in
balloting by members of
ihe Baseball Writers
Association of America.
Saberhagen, in just

his second year in the
major leagues and third
year out of high school,
had an earned run
average of 2.87 for the
season and 0.50 in World
Series games 3and 7.
'*-This is great for me
and great for Kansas City," he said at a -news
conference. With
remarkable control and
poise and .sharp cornmandof several pitches,
Saberhagen had 158
strikeouts and issued
only 38 walks.
"An award like this is
definitely a team
award." he said. "If you
don't have 25 guys
fighting for you every
time you go out there,

then you don't have a
chance."
Saberhagen surpassed k'ida Blue, who was
22 years old with
Oakland in 1971, as the
youngest Cy Young winner in .AL history. The
youngest ever to win a
Cy Young was Fernando
Valenzuela, who was a
20-year-old pitcher with
Los Angeles in 1981.
Saberhagen admitted
with a laugh that he
may trouble topping his
storybook season next
year.
"I guess all I can do is
try to win 21 games, win
three World Series
games and have twins,"
he said with a laugh.

Nodding toward his
wife, Janeane, he added, "But Janeane says
'No.' She wants to be
able to get out and see
the World Series games
in person next year."
Saberhagen said he
was surprised at his big
margin of victory in
voting by two baseball
writers in every
American League city.
He was gamed on 27 of
28 ballot-s and received
23 first-place votes,
garnering 127 points to
88 for Guidry.
Guidry.' who won the
Cy Young Award after a
25-3 season in 1978, was,
the only pitcher named
on all 28 ballots.

HONORED RACER
- In ceremonies at his
high school alma meter
on Saturday, Murray
State basketball player
Chuck Glass (far left)
received "Kentucky
Colonel" status ha a
presentation by Judge
Cecil Mallory of
Elkton, Ky., and MSU
board of regents
member Jere Mc•••
Cuiston. Joining Glass
prior to the Blue-Gold
intrasquad scrimmage
at Todd Central High
School are (front left)
his sisters Monica and
Valerie, his brother
Greg, his parents Mrs.
and Mr. Charles Glass,
and his grandmother
Rosie Foster.
Photo by Craig Bohnert
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MTSU-Akron game crucial
to Murray „State playoff plans
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
An Ohio Valley Conference showdown between No.1 Middle Tennessee and No.7 Akron
will play a vital role in
the playoff hopes for
Murray. State, ranked
No.3 in OVC play and
No.11 in the latest Division 1-AA national poll.
The Blue Raiders,
ranked No.1 in ,both the
OVC and the national

MURRAY STATE RACERS/NETHERLANDS
SATURDAYINOV. 16/7:30 P.M.
TICKETS $5-$3 CHILDREN FREE WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY ADULT

The excitement continues when the Murray State Racers host the
Netherlands National team. Catch all the action in Racer Arena on Saturday, Nov. 16 at 7:30 p.m.

Chili Supper 5:30-7:00
Curris Center in the Stables-$3.00 per person.

1-AA poll and 5-0 in OVC
play, will have to travel
to Akron which is No.7
nationally and 4-1 and
ranked second in the
OVC.
Murray State completed its OVC schedule
with a 5-2 Mark last
weekend.
Now comes the triCky
part.
Traditionally, the
NCAA 1-AA committee
has chosen only two
OVC teams (or from
any single conference)
to participate in the
12-team playoff.
Six conferences
receive automatic berths - OVC, Big Sky,
Southern, Southland,
Yankee and
Southwestern Athletic
- while two top independents and four atlarge teams are
selected. The Mid Eastern Athletic winner
used to get an automatic
bid, but because the conference now only has
five members - one
less than the required
limit of six - the champion will not receive an
automatic bid, but will
probably be in consideraUon anyway.
The 'top four teams in
the final 1-AA poll
receive first-round byes
and a second-round
home game.
Four 1-AA representatives and one NCAA
member make up the
five-man committee
which must select the
1 -AA top 20 poll
members each week
and select the playoff
field. I.J. 'Babe' Caccia
of Idaho State chairs the
committee which includes Bruce Corrie .of
Bucknell (Penn.)
University, Walter Reed
of Jackson (Miss.)
State, Beanie Cooper of
Indiana State and Jerry

Miles of the NCAA.
The Murray State
situation is a critical
political play. Since the.
Racers have lost to both
MTSU and Akron, they
must depend on Akron
losing to both MTSU this
weekend and at Austin
Peay State, Nov.23, to
move into sole possession of second place in
the OVC.
To further impress
the committee, the
Racers will also have to
defeat Western Kentucky and finish as close
to the Top 10 as possible.
If MTSU and Akron
should somehow finish
in a tie for first in the
OVC, the conference
tiebreaker system will
be used to determine the
NCAA playoff representative, according to
OVC sports information
director Jon Verner.
Should a tie for second
occur. Verner said the
conference "will make
no designation between
the two (or three)
teams. Beyond first
place designation, that
would be left up to the
1-AA committee if they
decided they wanted to
take the top two teams
out of the OVC," Verner
said.
As of last weekend,
the top teams in each
conference include:
Big Sky: NevadaReno, Idaho and Boise
State; Southern: Furman, Tennessee Chattanooga (5-4);
Southland: Arkansas
State, Louisiana Tech;
Southwestern Athletic:
Granibling, Mississippi
Valley; Yankee: Rhode
Island; Mid-Eastern
Athletic: Delaware
State; Top Independents: Northern
Iowa, Richmond,
Georgia Southern,
Eastern Washington.
Delaware, Colgate.

The Polls
Division 1-AA Football
The following teams comprise this week's Top
Twenty teams in the Division 1-AA football
ranks:
1. Middle Tennessee (9-0-0)
so
2. Furman,S.C.,(8-1-0)
75
3. Nevada-Reno (9-1-0)
73
4. Grambling (8-1-0)
68
5. Northern Iowa (8-1-0)
64
6. Idaho (8-2-0)
60
7. Akron (7-2-0)
52
(tie) Arkansas State (6-3-0)
52
9. Richmond (8-2-0)
49
10. Rhode Island (8-2-0)
41
11. MURRAY STATE (7-2-1)
39
12. Georgia Southern (7-2-0)
28
13. Delaware (7-3-0)
25
(tie) Eastern Washington (6-2-0)
25
15. Delaware State (7-2-0)
;113
16. Jackson State (7-2-0)
19
17. Colgate (6-2-1)
15
18. Alcorn State (6-2-0)
14
(tie) Mississippi Valley (7-2-0)
14
20. Marshall (7-2.1)
11

Division 1-A Football
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in The Associated
Press college football poll, with first-place votes
in parentheses, season record, total points based oh 20-19-18-17-16-15-1 4 - 1 3 - 1 2 11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 and last week's ranking:
Record Pts Pvs
1.Penn State (44)
1,143 2
9-0-0
2.Nebraska (9)
8-1-0
1,083 3
3.0hio State (2)
8-1-0
1,021
4
4.Air Force (21
10-0-0
941
5
5.lowa
8-1-0
905 6
&Miami, Fla.
8-1-0
891
8
7.0klahoma (2)
6-1-0
883 7
8.Michigan
7-1-1
744 9
9.Arkansas
8-1-0
662 12
10.0klahoma State
7-1-0
646 10
11.Florida
7-1-1
577
1
12.Georgia
7-1-1
548 17
13.UCLA
7-1-1
494 14
14.Auburn
7-2-0
436 13
18.Florida State
7-2-0
323 16
16.Brigham Young
8-2-0
238 18
17.Baylor
7-2-0
225 11
illTennessee
5-1-2
204 19
19.LSU
172 15
5-1-1
20.Alabama
6-2-1
82 20
Others receiving votes: Arizona State 75,
Bowling Green 37, Texas A&M 35, Notre Dame
11, Texas 4. Utah 4._ Colorado 2, Fresno State 2,
Minnesota 2.

'
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Georgia Tech picked No.1 in poll
By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Sports Writer
Georgia Tech, which
fell in a regional final
last season, was chosen
as the No. 1 team in The
Associated Press
preseason college
basketball poll released
today, one of five Atlantic Coast Conference
teams in the Top
Twenty.
The Yellow Jacketsreceived 28 first-place
votes and 1,192 points
from the nationwide
panel of writers and
broadcasters, edging
North Carolina, the
team Tech beat 57-54 in
the ACC tournament
championship game last
season.
The Tar Heels, who
received 13 - first-place
votes and 1,148 points,
were followed by
Michigan, one of two
Big Ten teams in the
Top Ten. Michigan had
13 first-place votes and
1,141 points.
Syracuse, one of two
Big East teams in the
Top Ten, was next with
936 points, followed by
Kansas, four first-place
votes and 921 points;
Duke, the third ACC
team, two first-place

The Top Twenty teams in the Associated
Press' preseason college basketball poll, with
first-place votes in parentheses, total points
based on 20 -19 - 18 -17 -16 -15 - 14 13 12-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1, 1984-85 record and last
year's final ranking:
Record Pts Pvs
1.Georgia Tech (28)
27-9 1192 6
2.North Carolina (13)
27-9 1148 7
3.Michigan (13)
26-4
1141 2
4.Syracuse
22-9
936 15
5.Kansas(4)
26-8
921 13
6.Duke (2)
23-8
911 10
7.111inois (1)
26-9
847 12
8.Georgetown (1)
35-3
824 1
9.Louisville
19-18 687
10.Auburn
22-11 670
11.Kentucky
18-13 471
12.Notre Dame (1)
21-9
459
13.0klahoma
31-6
350 4
14.Louisiana State
19-10 323 20
15,Memphis State
31-4 - 292 5
16.Ala.-Birmingham
25-9
270
17.N. Carolina State
23-10 266 16
18.Nev.-Las Vegas
28-4
182 9
19.Maryland
25-12 153
(tie).Navy
26-6
153
Others receiving votes: Indiana 114, DePaul
107, Washington 106, Iowa 103, UCLA 79, Arkansas 62, Houston.61, Virginfli Tech 61, St. John's
58, Pittsburgh 39, Tennessee 33, Georgia 32,
Alabama 28, Villanova 25, Pepperdine 15, St.
Joseph's 15, Texas-El Paso 15, Arizona 10,
Dayton 8, Fresno State 8, Boston College 6,
Texas A&M 6, Virginia 6, West Virginia 6, Ohio
State 5, Oregon State 5, Arizona State 4, Bradley
4, Loyola, Ill. 3, Northeastern 3, Marquette 2,
Lamar 1, Miami, Ohio 1, Old Dominion 1,
Oregon 1, Southern Cal 1.

DENVER (AP) — In
a game of many big
plays — both offensively
and defensively — none
was bigger than the
completion pulled off by
Denver Broncos
quarterback John
Elway, after a scintillating scramble with
San Francisco cornerback Ronnie Lott in hot
pursuit.
Trailing 16-14 and
with time running out.
the Broncos faced a
third-and-10 situation at

the San Francisco
31-yard line, not really
close enough for Rich
Karlii to kick a field
goal in frigid, foggy
Mile High Stadium.

(Truck a Tractor Pullers)

Plus See
'Modified 4 x 4 Trucks
•Modified Tractors
•Wheel Standing 2Wheel Drive Trucks

The SEC was the only
other conference to have Vlore than two
representatives in the
Top Twenty as Kentucky, which finished
11th, and-No. 14 Louisiana State were also
selected by the
63-member board of
voters.
Kentucky, now coached by Eddie Sutton, was
ranked 18th in last
year's preseason poll.
But the Wildcats lost
four of their first five
games and weren't
ranked again the rest of
the season, despite advancing to the West
Regional semifinals of
the NCAA Tournament.

Iligfoot will be pulling the'slod and crushing cars
In Murray both nights'

From the movies,"Cannonball Run II", "Police Acade
my", and "Take
This Job And Shove It" you'll see the unbelievable, car-cr
ushing "Big
Foot", the wildest wheel standing 4x4 Monster in
captivity!!

November 15 & 16
8 p.m.

West Kentucky Expo Center
College Farm Rd./Murray

•

Advance tickets on sale at Expo Center. Adults $9.00. under 12 $5.00.

•

set up a 24-yard field
goat by Ka.rlis with 1:27
remaining that lifted the
Broncos to a 17-16 National Football League
victory Monday night.
The triumph raised
Denver's record to 7-3
and gave them a onegame lead over the Los
Angeles Raiders and
Seattle Seahawks in the
AFC West. Defending
Super Bowl champion
San Francisco, its hopes
for another title fading,
fell to 5-5.
%

Lott came roaring up
the middle untouched
into Elway's face, but
the .nimble quarterback
managed to sprint outside, racing to his right
and, on the run, rifling a
22-yard pass to Steve
Watson.
Elway's clutch pass
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BIGFOOT IS COMING TO MURRAY
WITH THE NATIONAL OUTLAWS!

votes and 911 points; Illinois of the Big Ten,one
first-place vote and 847
points; last year's national runner-up,
-Georgetown of the Big
East, one first:place
vote and 824; Louisville
of the Metro Conference. 687: and
Auburn of the
Southeastern Conference. 670.
Georgetown, which
has beeti in the NCAA
championship game
three of the last four
years, was the top team
In last year's preseason
poll and held that spot
for all but five weeks of
the season.

Broncos buck 49ers, 17-16

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1985

RAID
Ends
Saturday,
Dec.7

*St

MS1U's Farmer finishes No.1 at No.6
Alan Farmer finished
first in the No.6 singles
to lead his Murray State
tennis team in the 7-Up
College Tennis InvitatiOnal over the weekend.
he competition,
ted by Southern

State, Southwest
Missouri State and host
SIU-Edwardsville.
Although NCAA
regulations allow no official team standings to
be recorded, Murray
State accumulated
enough points to, unoffeatured nine teams in- ficially place the Racers
cluing MSti, Wichita. fifth overall.
Varjderbilt, Memphis
In individual finishes
State. Indiana. SIU- in the flighted competiCarbondale, Illinois tion, Jens Bergrahm
•

ki4

finished fifth oierall at
No.1 singles; Paul
Austin finished third at
No.2; John Brunner
sixth at No.3: Bord
Gunderson fifth at No.4;
and Jonas Bergrahm
sixth at No.5. In
doubles, Brunner Farmer finished eigth
at No.1: Austin Gunderson third at No.2
and Jonas BergrahmJeff Cox fourth at No.3.

Save On Steel Belted Radials!

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

Visitsesil
Size

SALE PRICE
Ns trail
awed.

P185/80R13
P185/75H14
P195/75R14
P205/751414
P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

$42.70
$45.50
$49.50
$53.80
s54.70
$57.55
$59.40
$63.10

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

901 SYCAMORE

Detroit
Milwaukee
Chicago
Atlanta
Indiana
Cleveland

Central Division
6
3
6 4
4
4
4
5
2 1
3 6

667
.600
500
444
333
33.3

Denver
Houston
San Antonio
Utah
Dallaa
,
Sacramento

2
2ts
4
4

3
4

National Football League
National Football League
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pd. Pf PA
New England
7
3 0
700 207 171
N Y Jets
7
3 0
700 225 156
Miami
6 4 0
600 241 211
Indianapolis
3 7 0
300 187 238
Buffalo
2 8 0
200 141 216
Control
Cincinnati
5 5 0
500 287 288
Pittsburgh
5 5 0
500 219 181
Cleveland
4 6 0
400 160 159
Houston
4 6 0
400 162 205
Wed
Denver
7 3 0
700 296 197
Seattle
6
4 0
600 248 206
L A Raiders
6 4 0
600 230 227
San Diego
5 5 0
500280 265
Kansas City
3
7 0
300 199 240

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Dallas
7 3 0 .700230
N.Y. Glanta
7
3 0
700227
Philadelphia
5 0
500 159
Washington
5 0
500 165
St Louis
4 6 0
400 188
Central
Chicago
10 0 0 1 000 279
Minnesota
5 5 0
500 200
Detroit
5 5 0 .600173
Green Bay
6 0
4
400 191
Tampa Bay
1
9 0
100 200
West
L A Rams
8
2 O
800 210
San Francisco
5
5 O
.500 244
New Orleans
3 7
O
.300178
Atlanta
1
9 O
10018$
Monday's Game
Denver 17. San Francisco 16

153
170
162
181
232
127
207

2:10
233
272
151
184
262
307

Football Top 20
The Top Twenty teams in TA. AasoCialtd Press col
lege football poll, with Mitigate* votes In paren
theses, season record. total.:polnis based on
30-19-18.17-26-15-14-111-12-11- 10441-74-5.4-34.1 and last
week's ranking:
1-Pasnatabs4444 2 Nebraska 191
11.0h10 State 121
4 Air Force Si1
Slows
6 Miami. Flit
7 Oklahoma 2

Maie
r ord
11-0-0
9.1.0
8.1-0
10.0.0
A 10
81.0
1-0

Poi Pva
1.143
2
1,085
3
1 021
4
941
5
905 6
161
6/13
7

8 Michigan
9 Arkansas
10 Oklahoma State
11 Florida
12 Georgia
13 UCLA
14 Auburn
15 Florida State
16 Brigham Young
,
17 Baylor
Ill Tennessee
19 1.151'
241. Ala ha ma

411EMEIMI

NO FINANCE
CHARGE
SALE
PRICE
DIVIDED
By 12
Monthly
Payments

Small Car
Radials

Bias Ply

SALEENDS DEC.7

Performance

Radials
•

$3

60\
$3990

A78-13 whitewall
With old tae

155SR12 fitiac•wail
With oici tire

Power
Streak II

G-Metric
Radial

0ll".11
Sul

tgirTa

Wita M9 ON

8- 13.
$3290
C7814
535 20
018-14
536.40
E78.14
$37 20
F73-14
$39.60
G78-14
543 05
1178 14
545 80
(7815
S3875
18 15 ,
$4110
6/8-15 '$4420
'hit 15
$46.50
L)8•15
$4885

Maclusall
Sirs

71"
PI85 70R13 Raised White
letter With old tae

Eagle ST
Radial
i;JIWO Vin.te

t:
5
g 11
4,
11
WO Mil tile

5913
$44.50 ,
165'9,13
$47.75
175,Sh13
$49.55
--185 SR14
--. $54.50
165'51415
$50.95
17510SR13
$50,30 _
185 709113, $52.75
185'70SR14
$57.25
_155

teeef sae

414.4614•11
5.46
Me 79.0

Ladd
ft.a'5•

5414.5 MA:1
NO NON

C
C
C
C
0
C
C
,.

S4315
$46.90
146.90
$52.55
$5995
544 10
$51 60
$7275

"*"..

670-1511
700-15TT
650-1611
750-1611
,- 750-16TT
700-1411.
700-1511
750-1611

fit 101

(34
E- 'e..4,
'

w,in oia ,
t•
P195 701313 S 71.95
P195 70H14 $ 78.70
F206,70Fi14. $ 84.05
P215g0814 $ 86.25
P225,701,114
S 1111.75
P225 70915 S 91.55
P235,701315
S 34.50
P205/60913 $ 71.00
P235;60R14 $ 91.55
P245,601R14 $ 93.60
P2451601415 $ 97.90
p255/60915 S101.05
P275,50R15 $101.15

IlisAlmell
Sa•
mut 2•••

SALE MCI
Laos
.
N „..,„.
Pl.
"
.
mowed

700- 1 5TT

C

750-1611
750-1611 _

C
D

$5180
$5815
86585

Rib count vataeS vsin to, we I
12
10
1
17
14
17
16
is
11
19
15
20

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

12
MONTHS

Minimum 100"
744
662
646
577
543
494
436
123
239
225
204
172
83

Goodyear

No trade needed

Tiempo Radial

Everyday Low Prices On These Goodyear Tires!

WESTERN CONFEMLNLA
Midwest Division
6
1.
.857
6 2
750
5 1
556
4
4
.5011
2 5 .286
2 5
.286
Pacific Diviswo
L.A. Lakers
6
.857
1
Portland
7 2 .778
—
L.A. Clippers
5
2 .714
Golden State
y
4
5
444
,,1,
1
Seattle
2 5
333
2
Phoenix
0 7
000
24
Monday's Game
3
San Antonio 111, New Jersey 104
,
GB —
L's
24
4
6Is

P155-'801
:
113-

• Flexible sidewalls
tread wear, and
deliver a smooth,
fuel efficiency
comfortable ride .Tread designed
• Steel belted
to dissipate heat
radial construction
for tile durability
delivers strength,

753-8355

National Basketball Association
National Basketball Association
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W I. Pct.
Boston
I
6
.857
New Jersey
6 4
.600
Philadelphia
4
1
500
Washington
286
2 5
New York
O 8 .000

$2995

753-835

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
"Business is ood"

Murray, Ky.

(502) 753-0595

"We Have A Winnin • Team — Quallt , •uantit & Prig'-"
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Jaycee essay contest
on role of highways

CLASSIFIEDS
otice

2

Cindi Lin
Ceramics Classes
,"The Syetem Shapes ners of each school,
Open 12:00-1:00 pm
our Future — the Impor- county, district and
Tuesday and Thursday
tant Role of Highways regional competition.
Sun4ay-1:30 OM 5:00 p.m
1 Mlle from Murray
and Streets in our Com- Prizes include:
Hwy. 94 East
munity," Is the thethe of Regional-winners — plaPhone 753-0079 -a statewide essay con- ques and $100 U.S. Savtest sponsored by the ings Bonds; District
winners — framed cerWE TAKE
Kentucky Jaycees.
THE CAKE
Prizes will be award- tificates and School wined in two divisions, ners — certificates.
509 N. 7th
senior -high school - The deadline to sub753-9280
(grades 10-22
hnd mit entries is December
Fruit and juice baskets,
junior high or middle 30, 1985. All winners will
balloon arrangements
school(grades 7-91, with be announced after
and
decorating, cakes,
January
1, 1986. District
two statewide winners
Wilton supplies, rent-aeach receiving $1,000 and state winners will
clown, gorilla-grams.
scholarships, according receive their awards at
•
the annual state
to a Jaycees official.
transportat
conion
"Most Kentuckians
-YOUTH APPRECIATION WEEK PROCLAIMED — Flanking Mayor
take for granted our ference January 17,1.986
Holmes Ellis and Judge/Executive George Weeks. from left, are Optimist
roads and bridges and in Lexington,
Club members Billy Miller, Richard Vanover (Youth Appreciation Week)
underrate their impor,,For more informaand Richard Ford. The small group was on hand as the the mayor and judge
tance to all 'aspects. of tion, students should
$10 Deposit
proclaimed Youth Appreciation Week in Murray and Calloway County. a
community life," said check their school
includes
game
Jeff Eger, state Jayeees bulletin boards or adcosts and
president.
ministration offices, or
"Our system of contact the Kentucky
paint pistol.
highways and streets
Greasy hair, cigaret- the rest of the high
November 16
as "Rama lama ding enables us to transport Jaycees at: P.O. Box
tes rolled up. in the school gang. Friends of
17378, Louisville, Ky
753-0153
sleeves. cruising the Danny and Sandy are dong Ahhhhhh". The product-s to 40217. Telephone: (502)
Burger Palace and rock cast as follows: Ms. show contains several marketplace, workers 366-6118.
492-8738
& roll are all part of the Lynch—Linda gtephens, dance numbers to go to their jobs and goods
The Jaycees are a
scene being brought Patti-Shelli Walker, along with the rock & and services across
GEARANTE ED
back to life by the Eugene—Mark Lamb. roll songs such as the town or across the state. leadership-development WEIGHT LOSS. Call
Hully-Gully
and
the.
organization
Roads are vital to Kenactive in 759-9948 after 5p.m.
Theatre and Dance Jan—Mary Lou FitStroll. A pajama party, tucky's ptesent .and community service acDepartment At Murray zgerald, Marty—Lucy
a rumble and a poem future. economic well- tivities and open to
State University as cast Wheeler, Rizzo—Jen12 Months
young men and women
and crew have been, n ifer Beck, are all scenes present in being," Eger added.
Interest
Free
the Nov. 13-16 perforbetween
Eger
the ages of 18
said...prizes will
working on the produc- Doody—Phillip Garrett,
-Financing
be awarded to the win- and 36.
tion of -"Grease" for Roger—Stewart mances of "Grease".
Goodyear
Wednesday's • opening., Mencer, Kenickie —Earl
Passenger Tires;
The show will run Brown. Sonny—Steven
Magnavox T.V.'s,
through Nov. 16; Curtain J ohnson, •Frentime is 8 p.m. nightly.
Whirlpool
chy—Shelly- Howell..
F:1.1/..\13ETHTo‘t
The assault team was over, although with less
Director James I. ✓ ince/Teen Ny.
_ Magistrate deployed Saturday. •
Appliances.
abandon than the firsI
S chempp and Angel—Kent 'Logsdon, (1.C. Itay enlisted. a 'Dozens of pigeons had. And it also sirvivOnly At
choreographer Karen Johnny—Ben Moore. special team to take (-init.(' overhead as the. ted and ran away.
RUDOLPH
Balzer have announced Cha-Cha —Kathy Renn.
car:e ot the pigeon pro- first of the -cats was
Two other cats were
GOODYEAR
the cast for the 1950's
The production's' blem ittio the Hardin t. shaken out of its bag. let -out of their bags and
753-0595
•
high school affair. Dan- ensemble includes: County Cobv•thouse, but The feline pauset brief- raced
around the roof
ny, the leading man,has Monique Butler, Tricia two Of the recruits didn't ly. absorbed the new
tnY cars whose sir'.
been cast • with Len P. D rake, Bethany like being used as cat's- surroundings. then rac- ings are wound
Congratulations
to the
Slaughter playing the Holland, Kim Matibag, paws anti skpped 14(11 1)11 ed to the ledge and hurl- breaking
To DontIN
point,but they
Rydell High School Amy Sileven. Pam Can- him.
itself • spread-eagle retreated warily- from
,et
Hendricks
greaser who falls in love non, Media Faith, Juliet
Ray had heard that ot• over the wall.
the ledge.
on the great
at the beach during the Jackson, Carrie fit.'ials in another city
The workers reached
Ray. who said;he had
'summer. Sandy, the in- Paschall, LaConda chased pigeons
job ht. did
away by 'the ledge in time, to worried that tat fan.
nocent, pristine girl Walker. Pianist for the placing caIs on the roofs watch the
cat playing on
might4. complain
on
piano in
Danny falls in love with production is Tracy. DI public buildings.
and the, ground, 2I.. stories'about the 'tactics. said
the "I)runkard (and vice versa) will be Leslie. Stage manager he pi4.sl1aderi
Hardin
• he figured some ,of thibelow.
portrayed • by Cindy is Sherrie Dailey.
The %. hole plaN
ounly .1 I/ ii g e
Cautiously. they ('1 "wouldjum_p_riff
Hale: Complications set
The musical is full of Executive 11.11. Thornas
%%as great'.
the'second—cat. ing after a pigeon. But I
in when Sandy transfers 1950's music wth a lot of to try the
It also scurried'toward didn't figure . they'd
exPeriment
lour riends
to Rydell High ans•joins meaningful lyrics such I'lizabt't Mown
the . ledge and leaped jump off that fast."

Notice

PHOTO
ENLARGING
5x7 Only $1 75
ex 10 Only $395
Up To Poster Size
20s28
In Store
One Hour Service
And Complete

PROCESSING
With individual
And Personal
Attention

ONE HOUR PHOTO

SURVIVAL
GAME

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 3,41
Downtown Murray
753.3621

11.\ ER Eagle Band
now taking booking for
X-Mas parties. Call
437-4945 after 5p.m. ask
for Gary.

'Grease is to be presented at university

, We Rent Chainsaws
& Log Splitters
753-8201
IJA

4=91anaus
BAILEY
CARFIET
CLEANING

Cats hired to take care of pigeon problem

TWENTY-TUJO

TLC Cleaning
Service
"When we clean
your carpet we
won't soak you."
References. Call
our answering
service 753-3316
L2- 4'x8' WOOD exterior
siding 57.95 . pc. Three
patterns to choose from.
Mid-South Wholesale
Building; 342. East
Washington: Paris: spl642-2552
W Y.
u
Homemakers cook hooks
are available now. Makes
an excellent gift. Call
Extension Office 753-1452.
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms in•
aividually formulated.
753.0655 or 753-0611
10a.m -5p
dosed
Sat.

I THINK MY MATH
BOOK 145 A
CHILD-RESISTANT CAP!

SIXTY-THREE?

• WHAT IS THE
&WARE ROOT
OF FOUR?"

Free Estimates
759-1983

THE SQUARE
ROOT OF FOUR
IS MINNEAPOLIS

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
our
be in
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.

CHALK UP
ANOTNER ONE
FORME
WILD GUESS
HALL OF FAME!

I5NT,
HUH?

Olds Pont Cod Buck

5

CAPTAIN!CAPTAIN!
THERE'S A BLACK HOLE
DEAD AHEM";

WE CAN'T TURN SACK!
THE GRAVITATIONAL PULL
IS TOO GREAT!
ARRRIRRRG14,

THEY JUST WENT
WHERE NO MAN HAS
GONE BEFORE

Lost and Found
$100 REWARD for re•
turn of a Browning 3"
'Magnum, Belgium
made. No questions
asked. Days 753-5261.
evenings 753-4029.

Garbage dumps of the wild

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Japanese
985 United eature Syndicein

WE'RE BACK

IT WON'T 20 HIM
A BIT OF GOOP

EARLY I'LL SET

WE CATCH SARGE

SLEEPING A&Altg

PQICES ARE
SO HIGH
DAYS

01-i,YES, JULIUS AND
I ARE CUTTING
SAO( TOO

0 "ip
7

4110

t./1

MUST BE
AN OPENING
SOMEPLACE
HERE,,,

sash
4 Therefore
6 Recipient of
gift
11 Raised
13 Schoolbook
15 At home
16 Country of
Asia
18 Heap
19 Unusual
21 Old-time
slave
22 Spanish
article
23 Manage

39 Hebrew
month
40 French article
41 God of love
43 Dines
45 Hit lightly
47 Word formed
with letters of
another
50 Similarly
52 Variety of
cabbage
53 Rear of ship
56 Bind
58 Muse of

R A

A RE
X

E.

0

R A
A I L
O T
TO

0
00

1

A
0
A V
A

A
0

poetry

60 Behold!
61 Power
63 Capers
26 Newt
65 Woody plants
29 Leaf of book 66 Babylonian
31 Roman tyrant
deity
33 Note of scale 67 Legal matters
34 Teutonic
deity
DOWN
35 Scottish cap
I mixture
38 Father

Ems 0

A

A

A IA
V E A
S T
.1'

2 Tie
3 Supposing
that
4 Judgment
5 More unusual
6 Drew from
7 Faeroe
Islands
whirlwind

' NMI 4 NI ii11 7
NI••
"
ill
IIURUU 's
hi WI RI•
killailliniiiil
Mil
Mil
il 1132 "
WWII id
id
id
II
id
id "
id id WI
WM WINN
Milli
Wild
WI
if id
id
id
id
iillia
idU dSU
8

9

44

19

00

0 D III A
8 Back of neck
9 Roman
official
10 Moray
12 Agave plant
14 Again: prefix
17 Formerly
called Persia
20 Canine
24 Baseball's
Rose
25 Period of
time
27 Level
28 Flaps
29 Animal coal
30 Region
32 Music halls
36 Macaw
37 Simians
42 District in
Germany
44
46 Document
48 Open space
in forest
49 Nerve
networks
51 Withered
54 Escape
55
56

74Ourilwrium

symbol
57 Pismire
59 Hypothetical
force
62 Earth

goddess
64 Either

LOST: male Yorkshire.
grey body, tan feet di
legs, answers toi
"Jake". Wearing little
metal chain with red
heart. House pet.
Lynahurst. Resort, 4362345.

6. Help Wanted
AIR16:ES now hiring.
Reservationists.
stewardesses and
ground crew positions
available.. Call 1-619-5651657 for details. 24hrs.
EARN up to $5,000
monthly as a Real
Estate foreclosure rep.
No license or experience required.
National Company
provides complete assistance. Eor info call:
317-839490M- Ext. 1213.
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed Payment.
Ne experience/pp
sales. 'Details send selfaddressed stamped en- •
velope: Elan Vital- 332.
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
NEED a jobf-2 openings
now. 'You may qualify
if: i1iyou do not have
QED or your' high
school diploma, 2e you
have been outAtif school
9 months or more. 13i
you are between ages 16
& 21, call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9.378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
.•
a Week. • PART-time female kitchen help, . approx. 30
hours per week. days &
. Some nights. Apply in
person at Big Apple
Cafe after noon. 901-2475798.

Telephone part-time
and full-time. We
need good phone
personalities for
pleasant contactipg
of Murray Merchants. Hourly plai
"bonus available.
Mr. White
753-6706 Ext..20
after 10 a.m.
9. Situation *anted

Job Watch:
msu is participating
in a new program entitled the MSU Dislocated
Workers Project. This
project is jointly sponsored by MSU and the
Kentucky Cabinet for
Human
Resources.
Designed to assist
citizens of west Kentucky who, through no
fault of their own are out
of work. This is a Title III
JTPA Federally funded
program.
The University has an
opportunity to work with
participants, screen participants, assess participsnts, and make
knowledgeable decisions about who, from
the program, would be
the better referrals for
jobs in the area.
Advantages of the
program from an
employers view: OnThe-Job Training-The
program will pay 50% of
employees wages while
in training, some participants qualify for Tax
Credit.
•• •

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS

p.

5. Lost and Found

Construction: Male
desires full time employment. Has experience
as
equipment
an

operator and freight office worker. Also has experience as clerical
assistant. Can install
auto and window
glasses. Preference:
Daytime.
A-2
•••
Welder-Mechanic: Male,
experienced as a
blacksmith welder with
I.C.G.R.R. shops. Experience working on
riverboats. Worked in
shipyards and made
repairs on barges and
ships. Experience extended into the military
where this individual
was a Jet Mechanic in
the air force. Also worked in military as a junior
engineer and deck hand
for five years.
A-6
•••
Clerical
Secretary:
Female, worked as a
customer clerk for
South Central Bell.
Good public relations In
customer service and
clerical experience. Performed Such duties as
answering phones, (Iityping, laren6OrY,
stock preparation, and

operating computers.
A-7
Phone 762-6471
between
II a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mon. through Fri.

THE MURRAY LEDGER St TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
6. Help Wanted
RN. part time relief posi•
tion available in Surgery
and Recovery at Marshal
County Hospital. 7-3 shift.
will train. Call required.
Contact Shirty Cophran at
527.1336.
WANTED: ambitious,
qualified person to work
on dairy farm. Male,
female or a couple.
Career opportunity to
right person. Housing
available. Call.753-0150.
Waitress wanted. Apply
in person Hong Kong Restaurant. Holiday Inn. 121
South. Murray Ky.
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16. Home Furnishings

24. Miscellaneous
28. Mobile Homes for Rent 41. Public Sales
46 Homes for Sale
50. Used Trucks
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
CAR stereo, in dash
MOBILE home lots for
colors. $125.
FOR sale or trade for
cassette player,
1979
SUBARU
Brat. 4_ GENERAL. HOME
rent. Call 753-0611:
1457 after 5p.m
house
of
equal
value. whedl drive.
Speakers, amplifier &
30 MPG. REPAIR 15 years ex- NEED work on your
Large size house with 2
WHIRLPOOL heavy equalize
r. Call 753-0492.
excellent mechanical perience. Carpentry, trees? Topping, prun
:30, Business Rentals
attached apartments
duty dryer With 3 temp
condition, 1 • owner. concrete, plumbing, ing, shaping, complete
CHAIN SAV: DULL1
Hondo 70 3 wheeler
that could be used for
selections, only $4.00
HrILDING 30x50. 4
needs body Work. Call roofing. siding NO JOB removal and more. Call
'Keith will make your
extra
income.
per week. Rudolph
$125,
Located 759-1693 after
Pine desk $65.
6p.m.
TO SMALL. Free es- B OVER'S TREE
Saw cut good as new. overhead doors, air
on
413
N.
Goodyear..753-0595.
5th
St.
$29.900.
Custom made drapes
compressor, office, gas
1981 DATSU3 pickup. timates. Days 753-6973. SERNICE for Pro
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
Call
753-7492.
for
patio
fe-ssional tree care.
doors
dei61. five speed. air. nights 474-2276.
CHIMNEYS, all fuel, 6" heat. fireproof. 402 N.
753_0338. •
4th St. Call 753.3018.
84"x84" 1 pr. gold &
AMFM radio. Also has a GCTTERING by Sears
triple
wall
installat
TO
ion
settle
an
estate, 6 fibergla
19. Farm Equipment
green, 1 pr. primary colss topper on it. Sears continuous gut- ODD job specialist,
kit $34.99. Pipe 6"x36" 32.
room
house.
1 bath.
Apts for Rent
ors, Full size box
Red with White topper. ters installed for your ceiling fans, electrical,
F•GLEANER combine, $29.99. Wallin Hard
double garage, electric
springs & mattress $20
1 & 2 BR apt. near
both heders glSocl- condi- ware, Paris, TN.
heat with wood stove in Deisel *tor gets. ex•• specifications. Call plumbin fencing You
tion. Call 492-879(1.
sat, whatnot shelves,
•
basement. An ap- cellent gas mileage. Sears 753-2310 for free name it, I do it. You
bP Gympac weight downtown Murray.
buy, I install
Adults only. Call; 753You
LATE 1979 44lb0 John system. Ithaca model 51
Ping Pong table 815, 4
proximate 2 acre lot for S3295. Days 759-9757 estimate
/NSLLATION blown in break, I fix '•Call 436,
Deere combine, excel- 12 ga. automatic 4109, 762-6650. or 436only 116.700. Located 6 evenings 753-1960. •
game room chairs $40.
2844..
lent condition.' kept in shotgun. Call 753-9838.
miles north of Murray • 1982 REP CJ•7 Jam- by Sears TVA ap• 2868.
Ottoman 27"x27"
proved: Save on those PAINTING- Raper
1 BR furnished apt., air
shed. 'Call 502-642-2435 EMPTY
on 1824 iold 6411 at boree* Ed. H•top.
$25.
County
55
gal
couch
oil
9. . Situation Wanted or 642-2491.
conditioned. Boys
Jackson Road. Call 5-speed. 6 cyl.. 51.xxx high heating and cool- hanging, commerical or
drums,
$10
ea.
w/8
2
or
for
ruffled
throw
•
miles. excellent condi- ing bills. Call Sears residential. Free es
preferred. No pets.. 121
i 901
388-8792. Open
EXPERIENCED col-- 20. Sports Equipme
$15, while supply lasts.
pillows $125. Lg. Blaze
nt
$5.400. Call 753-2310 for free timates, References. 25
North. next to fair
house Sat. Nov: 16 from tion
lege student needs carStokes Tractor 753 1319.
King
fireplace insert
,435-4561.
estimate.
years experience.
grounds. 753-3139.
10 to 3
pentry work, all kinds. RALEIGH 10-speed FEEDS supersw
$450,
get. 1 BR furnishe
New entry rug 1966 MAZDA B2000-SE6 J.L. McKnight & Sons Tremon Farris 759 1987
TWO, bedroom brick
d apt. $150
Superior workmanship. bicycle like new condi- Horse feed $4.75,
Laying
golds, greens & rust
pickup truck . for sale. Sawmill on Poor Farm ROOFING. Plumbing,
per month rent. $75
home, den with wood
rough & finished. Call tion. $125. Call 753-7231 Mash $5.00,
14°0 hog feed
5"x9' $100, Ludwig
security deposit,. No
burning fireplace, gar- new, less than 7000- Rd. Buyer of standing Concrete work, Ad
after 3p.m. 489-2482.
after 3p.m.
$175, dog feed 26% $9.00.
snare drum w/case &
pets-. Prefer non
ditiops, Painting,
age and pond on approx. miles. air. AMFM timber. Call 753-7528.
SEWING- Alterations
We guarantee your
drinker. Call 753-4808.
2 acre lot State Line stereo, 5 speed, excel- JOINER'S complete General. Carpentry.
stand $100. Antique
All types of tailoring.
animals
will
eat super
Musical
P A
Rd. west of Hazel, Ky. lent gas mileage., cloth tree service. 32 yrs
Molony Co
dresser stool w/cane
-hOuse• cleaning, ironing 2 2 .
1 BR furnished apt.,
sweet feeds or your
seats and carpeted. experience
Call 498-8749
753 8628
Also
Free
and crocheting done OVATION Viper. solid m •oney back
bottom
430,
Antique
near
hospital
,
prefer
.
Metallic
blue
with
white
stumps
Estimate
s.
mechanically
your way. Call Barbara body electric guitar, Shoemaker
walnut dining chair
Seed Inc. couple. Phone 492-8662.
47
and
gray
Motorc
stripes.
ycles
$7195.
remove
d 10" belriv. SEWING Machine Re excellent condition, 4th & Chestnut
759-1836.
$30, 10 gal. aquarium
APARTMENT for rem,
.
Days 759-9757. evenings surface. Call 753-0366
pair
1985 HONDA Rebal,
All makes and
WILL do babysitting in $250. Call 753-7231 after LEADING Edge
near University. Young
wistand $25.
753-1960.
Per
,
LEE'S CARPET mood's Home & In
$1,100 or take over
my home, any age. Re- 3p.m.
sonal Computer, 256 K, couple or adult. Call 753
759-9515 Or
TOPPE
R
for
sale,
white
CLEANING For 411 australl and bag cios
payments. call 759-9858
ferences. Call 753-03711
"
with Okidala 84 printer. 2833.
fiberglass, fits lorg your carpet & upholst• ing machin
753-8882
after 2p.m.
es. Also
WILL do house clean- 24. Miscellaneous
Leading Edge word
NOW renting at Car
wheel base Datsun. ery cleaning. For
a free scissor sharpning 40
RACE Winning 1985 .4
ing. Experienced. Deprocessi
dinal
Apts
ng,.
sliding
Easywri
ter
1
front
BR
Call
window.
-estimate cull 753-5827
'yrs experience
°Yamaha Tri-Z. 200 and
Ail
4 3 . Real Estate
pendable. References. 1974 SMALL Toyota $475. word processing, Lotus 753 3530.
Slightly damaged. 5150. Satisfied references. Colorado Flagstone for
work guaranteec Ken
250. 3 wheelers. Priced to
Call 753-6043.
1
2
Accounti
3,
Days
759-9757,
ng
Part,
ONE
WANT
evenings
to
bedroo
Buy.
1800 to 2000 sell. Call 753-8490 after
m apart
LICENSED Electrician neth Barnhiri. 753 2674.
6 753-1960.
WILL live-in with the Patio or kitchen $85. New ner softwear included. ment, near
downtown SQ. ft., 3 BR. 2 bath,
for residential and Stella. Ky.
elderly.. Nusing home 12" TV $50. Call 7517271.
Works perfect. $3195., shopping area Call 753- double garage, in city pm
commercial Heating STUMP RE7MOVA_
experience. Call Mon. & 1985 CURTIS Mathis complete, days 759-9757, 9251 or 753
limits. Call 753-6648.
48. Auto Services
0662
and air condition, gag SERVICE
TV., 25", color, S750, 5 evenings
Tues. 901-232-8693. 5
1
Camp
753-1960.
ers
COMMERCIAL buildONE bedroom fur
installation and repair
Mechanically removed
IMPORT Auto Salvage.
WILL rake leaves. Calf year warranty in- LOCUST fence post, 6' 2 nished
ing located on Main St. 1
Apartment, parcluded. Also, avocado
10 inches below the
Used cars, new & used 13' TRAVEL trailer, Phone 753-7203
753-3111.
ft.
long,
$I
each. Mc- tial utilities paid, no block from Court
ideal for hunters. $5513
MOODY'S Mower Re- surface, no damage to
Frigidaire refrigerator,
parts. Call 474-2325.
Culloch chain saw PRO pets. Call 753-9741
Square. 2000 sq. ft.
Call 753-8019.
pair.'Pickup & delivery
13. For Sale or Trade
$200. Call 474-8884.
surrounding lawn.
MAC 105, new, $285. ONE bedroom
downstairs and 2000 sq. 49. Used Cars
1971 SHASTA mini mo- Call 753-566*
Larry Woott 753 3211 or
furnished
LARGE Ashley wood 2 '1 year old Sears porti- Call 435-4494.
Upstairs
tor home 19 ft excelApartment, Low utilities. ft. upstairs.
1 443 8682
1965
heater. Will trade for ble dishwasher S200. 4 MIXED split hardwood,
MUSTA
NG
conlent condition, $6500
Water furnished: Call 753. includes 3 bedrooms,
't' PEE
trimmed or
vertibl
gas heater. Call year old MX 80 Motor $20 rick, you haul. Call
e.
;
cylinde
6
r,
furnished apt. Offered
Cal 759-1839 days. 7533949.
bike S250. Both in good
removed- AISO. • 'Vara
527-9933.
at reduced price of automatic. Call 0114 evenings.
436-5439.
TAKING applications
work
condition. Call after 4:00
Experienceo
489-2156. MOUNTAIN Valley for Section- 8. Rent $45.000. Contct Kop1 4 . Want to Buy
PM. 753-0080.
Free estimates
1974 VEGA. smokes. $10t5
perud Realty 753-1222.
Spring
water
dispense
r, Subsidized apt 1 2 or 3
436 2690
52 Boats -Motors
or best offer. 1974 Chevy
2 ROW John Deere corn *2 BATHROOM clean, like new, $30. Call
BR. Apply Hilldale 1-IUS:TERS paradise. make offer, Call 753-8032.
WET BASEMENT? We
planter with fertilizer wallboard, water resis 753-3493.
Approx.
47
acres,
lots
of
SAVE
$2000
over Spring
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
make wet traSementS
tant, 4')(8' sheet,- lots of
boxes. Call 489-26,12.
virgin
pine.
near
price.
33
O AK 8. Hickory Equal Housing
foot Seagoing
dry.
Work completely
Dukedom, TN. Priced
NEED money for X- colors- $5.95. Mid South firewood, you
with
large
front deck. 4
haul $20 Opportunity.
Two
guaranteed
Cali or
at $14.000. Call 502-362.
Mas? I buy most Wholesale Building; 342 rick. Call 437-4829.
cyl. Volvo engine, air.
wr te Morgan Con
1970
4212
Cutlass
or
anything- old furniture. East Washington;
after
5p.m.
shower,
radios, tape
34. Houses for Rent
OAK & hickory for sale.
sir tion Co Rt 2. Box
502-527-9710.
glassware. etc. Call Paris; 901-642-2552.
player, excellent condi1-2 Door 1-4 Door
$25 delivered, $30 de40'A. Paducah. K
3 BR house .near Ky. kOPPE.RUD Realty
_753-3642 day. 753-5738 2 CHROME truck
tion.
$8000.
See at Town
Both cars would
4201-1 or call 1 442 7026
bumpers, both brand livered & stocked. Lake on .Hwy. 962. $175 offers an excellent
night.
& Country •.Marina or
make one nice car. Exmonth. Call 753-1831.
WILL haul white rock,
new, never been used. Phone 436-2904 or 436
Selection of quality
618-5244
533.
cellent project for a
15. Articles for Sale
sane, lime, rip rap' ono
Retail $240, asking $150. 2548.
FULLY furnished. homes- all price ranges.
ERY nice 25 CrestliPICK-U
p TRUCK BED
vocational student.
Maspnary sand coa 1 .
quality built. 2 BR. 2 For all your Real Estate
ner Cruiser- excellent.
*2 SHINGLES (select Call 753-5466 after 6p.m.
dirt,-1 gravel. f'o! 'sand
$675 FIRM.
bath, year round lake needs phone 753-1222 or
#2 OAK kitchen cabinets MATS- RUBBER • all
safe boat for family
group) $15.95 sq.:
sizes- DISCOUNT
Call1 Roger Hudson.
front home. 2 car gar- visit our office at 711
roofing nails- $11.00, per (in stock). Check our
with children- 260 -HP WILL rake leaves & clean
1976 Cutlass
PRICES so low you
753 4t45 or 753 6763
age. boat dock, in Main.
box. Mid -South prices -and save. Mid 1.0. with many extras. gutters Call 759 1863
Salon
Panorama Shores. $385
Wholesale Building; 342 South Wholesale have to come - see for
$12.000. Will consider
2 door, tilt, t-tops,
month. Available- with 6 45 Farms for Sale
Bulding; 342 East yourself. Stokes Tractor
East Washington
trade for houseboat in
velour interior, auto. in
Co.,
Industria
l
Rd.
month
753
lease.
Washing
Contact
ton;
Paris;
Paris; 901-642-2552.
901 ,
t30S000 price range.
MINI farm with maxi
1319.
floor, new Goodyear .753-5755
Bill
Kopperu
d
753-1222.
642-2552.
or 759-1945.
features. Neat 3 BR
5 GAL blacktop sealer
POULAN 245 chain saw, THREE bedroom, 2 lv home,
Eagle St's, low mileage,
while sapply 3 RADAR detectors:
located on 25
20"
bar,
baths,
$100.
garage
Set
of
gas
heat.
kept.
5
22
mpg.
miles acres with 30'x40' metal
lasts. Mid-Sciu_t_h_ Whistler 2000, Spectrum
53. Services Offered
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINET:.
maroon with half-white
Wholesale Building; 342 & Escort. Also, female childrens bunk bed, from -town. Lease. -de- storage building that
$100.
posit
Portabl
Ai CUSTOM VVOODWORKINil
chain
e
couple
or
family has water and electricALL type masonn
vinyl top. Must see to
East Washington: show quality 2 year old
prefered. $375. Call 436-' ity. lust reduced
'work, block, brick
Himalayan cat. Like saw winch, $175. Call
Paris; 901-642-2552.
appreciate.
to
5336.
concrete. „driveways.
$67.500. Contact Kop•
WHIRLPOOL 17 cu ft. new valour couch. - Call 7.53-2494.
1970 Monte Carlo
•
RAILROAD ties, 3
sidewalks, patios, house
perud Realty 753-1222.
refrigerator with tex- 753-5365 or 759-9330.
SOLID WOOD CABINETS IL
36.
2
For
door,
Rent
new
or
•
Lease
foundations, new
RAISED PANEL DOORS
tured steel door. only '84 MDL. Apple Ile grades, $7, $9 & Si?. Call
Goodyear Eagle St'f,
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
chimneys or chimney
25x60 BUILDING in 46. Homes for Sale
$8.00 per week. Rudolph Prof. sys. 128K, dual 753,2905 or 435 4343.
IIUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES•
good work car, good
repair. '25 years exMurray. Call 459-2761 3 BEDROOM brick
Goodyear 753-0595.
drives, micromodem, SEARS Kenmore heavy
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
gas mileage $575.
after 6p.m.
perience. • Free esCUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISH •
WHIRLPOOL heavy voice synthesizer, im• duty washer, good con
ranch. 14 baths, atING
timates. Call Charles
duty _washer with 4 agewriter printer, dition, $75. Call 753-8019.
tached 2 car garage, pool.
Call 753-0653
• COMPIIT1TIVi INHOSS Drs. Sy•See Our Olseley •
37. Livestock-Supplies
Barnett 753-5476.
cycles, only OM per more. Guaranteed pert. SEASONED firewood
wood burning stove. 7.5
•
after 6:00 p.m.
APPLIANCE
Main
6
21402be
week. Rudolph cond. $1600. Call 435- oak, hickory, mixed
aL liteMurray
•es•
.•
acres with 5 acres tendieys
,K
.
3- 9
75e
.4
.
O•
SERVIC
E.
Kenmor
Goodyear. 753-0595.
SERIO
e,
4561
hardwoods 530/rick
US
ble.
$49.500.
Call
437-4967.
SELLING
W e•stinghouse
delivered. Min. order 2
3 BR house 510 S. 7th
INQUIRIES
Whirlpool. 23 years
3 Bulls
ricks. Call John Boyer
St.. garage,. fenced
ONLY
PLEASE
experience. Parts and
753-0338.
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
37 Cows w /Calves backyard. outside
service. Bobby Hopper.
storage. Shown by apSHOPSMITH Mark V &
Gold
Silver
9 Bred Cows
1976 GRAND Prix, ex- Bob's Appliance Serpointment. 753-8357.
a Shopsmith 11" band
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
Closed
Closed
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
saw.. $1000. Call
AN extra tood 2 bed- cellent condition. $900
5
Bred
Heifer
Busines
OFFERING
Yesterday 322.30
s
s
753-4872,
436Yesterday
6.04
753 1982.
room brick house. or reasonable offer.
5848 i home
Automobile,
Guarantemd Issue
Opened
Opened
3 Open Heifers
Electric heat plus Talk to Tony
SILVER Dollar Mobile
Homeowners
Sonior Citizens
fireplace on a large lot. 7a.m.,5p.m. 753-5433.
Today
324.00
Home roof coating, 5
Today
6.11
West Tenn. AgriFlre
806 N. 18th St. Call 1979 DATSUN 280 ZX,
Cancer
gal. pale $19.99. Wallin
Up
1.70
Up
.07
Life
cultural Pavilion on
753-3796.
new tires, good condiHardware, Paris, Tn.
IRA's
Compliments of:
Term
ENJOY beautiful Lake tion, $5,900. Call 753-5365
University of TenTECHNICS cassette
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPA iP
For
Free
Analysis
4
Quotes
Aluminum end vinyl
Univorsal Life
view from this 4 Br, 2 or 759-9330.
deck, Dolby C, mint
nessee Martin Cam713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
siding. Custom trim
bath brick - home in 1979 FORD LTD, ps, pb,
condition, S85, must
115 S. 13th
Call
pus. November 16
work. Refrorencos.
Panorama Shores. 2 tilt, sharp, S2150. Call
753 7113
sell. Technics stereo
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Call
kitchens
•
Will
Ed
fireplac
,
Bailey,
in
e
Murray, Ky.
•
at
12:00 noon. West
day 753-9841, nights
speakers, 28" tall, like
Dr. Tom Hookin
den. Unbelievable low 436-2483.
Hours: 10-6 Doily. Closed Sunday
753-0619
new condition, $85 a
42071
Tenn.
Angus
(502)753-6202
price. $35,000. Contact 1980 PONTIA
pair. Call 753-7231 after
Sunbird, APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Breed
ers
Ftopper
ud
Realty
7533p.m.
4 cylinder,. new brakes, Factory. authorized
for
1222.
Association.
4-speed, excellent inTOY tractors, combines
Tappan. Kelvinator and
NEW listing by owner!! terior, custom spoiler, Brown.
& implements, regular
Service on gas
Paul Ladd
For sale: brick veneer. $2600 firm. Call 474-8884.
Sunday. Novombor 17th. 19115 2:00 p.m.
& miniature sizes, in
and electric
901-876-5487 3 -BR. 14 bath with 1981 LINCOLN Town microwavesranges.
time for Christmas
, disSaturday, November 16, 1985 1:00 p.m.
basemeot. Close to car, signatur
Kentucky Lake - Paris. Teneessee
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
e series, h w as h e rs. reElementary in loaded, excellent con- frigerat
Carter
Sale will be held an the property located 12.4 miles ern of
PARIS, TENNESSEE
ors. etc. Earl
USED office furniture,
city with assumable dition, $8,80it. Call
38. Pets-Supplies,
Paris;follow Hwy.79. 12 tail's toward Paris Lending: awn north
Sete will be held on the property 4.7 miles northeast
Lovett. 354-6956 or 753753
excellent condition. 7
fixed rate loan. A
off Hwy. 79 Into Utile Ingle Itandies: go ',', alle to mi. site
5341.
of Paris on Hwy. 79 toward Paris Landing. WATCH FOR
desk units including
ARC registered Cocker good first home with all 8663.
oround curve.
bA VE'S WINDO
chairs & a complete
1984 .DELTA 88 Old
SALE ARROWS!
Spaniels. buff & red. appliances include
d.
counter unit. Furniture
smobile 4 door, 13,000 CLEANING SERVICE
$85. Call 435-4477
Mr. Albert Jackson has commissioned ALEXANDER REAL
liseutlful Rtmtk Log News & 21.63+ /- Acre Illencle & Morse Bern
Call 759-1020 after 6p.m.
.actual miles, bought Professional results.
may be viewed at Peel
ARC registered Beagle NICE. well insulated.
Being Offered le 3 Tracts Sontag At Absolute AoctIon
ESTATE & AUCTION SALES in co-operation with MOODY
3
& Holland, 1120 Main, puppies, 5 ,months old.
new in Murray, $13,500. Satisfied references
REALTY to sell this prime investment and development
BR. 2 bath brick.
525.00 free Drawing $23.311
Benton, Ky. No phone
Call 7 5 3 0 9 3 5 Commercial & .reCall 753-4692.
property et public auction.
Family room, with beam
sidential. Free esinquiries please.
POINTER pups- Mis- ceiling 'iSr glatalator in 6p.m -8p.m.
25-', PLATED RESIDENTIAL LOTS-SELLING
Tract No. 1 - 6.73+ i• Acres hooproved eh* li Tee, Old Custom
, Senior
W HIRLPOOL
1984 Nisson MAXIMA, timates. 10,sissippi Rifle.: Miller's fireplace 753-4486.
ON ABSOLUTE BASIS
Bath Leg Nome.
microwave oven with
Chief and Pork Roll RUSTIC log home with very nic, loaded, 39,xxx Citizens discount. Call
ALBERT JACKSON SUBDIVISION ON
3.000 so. ft. ho... speteirs include entry hell, formal living
753-9873or 436-2845.
700 watts cooking
miles,
silver,
$9,000,
Breedi
ng. All ages. lovely stone.fireplace at
rem,fennel dais,mess, kitchen with inilli•in stove, specious
PORTER LANE
'DENNIS McClure con•
power, only $4.50 week. Phone 492-8607 days. the edge
Call 753 3493.
of the city. 3
tandly room. maw bedroom witt$. edielnIng bath; doweiteks
This subdivision has been platted, restricted and
struction. roofing.
Rudoph Goodyear, 753
after
5p.m.
753-2789.
bedrooms, central heat '76 CAMARO, good painting,
festers. 3 bedrooms. VA bath. utility room, and it'll kitchen
recorded in Plot Book Cob. A, Pogo 72, Plat 2. Seven
plumbing, in0595.
RAT Terrier UKC pup- & air, large unfinished paint job, good tires,
for additional evertors or remotion ream. Tostohstfy drommad
terior or exterior
were sold off on Porter Lone. The streets were cut and
WOOD for sale. Calf
pies: $75. Call 901-782- basement .which could $3000 firm. Call 474 8884.
MA weshont ceder mils. wall paper. and ponollog. exposed
lop
Phone 502-382.2689. Rt
laid out but never brought to county specifications. This
3268.
D.W. Fox anytime. Call
In ceilings and portion of wells: pine fleets in kitchen. breeitfest
be finished at minimal '78 BUICK Park Ave. 1. Sedalia.
development will be sold ate unit, giving a developer
759 4095.
TINY Toy Poodle pup- expense. $44.500. Phone Excellent condition, 84,
ores. and taielly rem: bolonce If room corpotod.
a prime opportunity to comp itit• and start selling lots.
pies, ARC registered. Kopperud Realty 753. 000 miles, new tires. "DONALD'S Backhoe
Gift& electric Imeting I cooling and weed furnace connected
Service" ‘1 e operate
PRIME LOTS•••YOUNG TREES'"GOOD ELEV A TiON.
Call 527-9933.
to central erten% se you can um wood limn through forced sir
Best buy ever, $2300.
1222 for all details.
4500 size Ford backhoe.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
system. Stryekeine InsuletIon In wells and ceilings.
Recorded restrictions in D•ed Book 137 Page
Call 753 7275.
For $25 an hour we will
Nome hes 114K34' raised deck and is constructed an shady hill
1933.1933-SueDivrsiON SELLS ON ABSOLUTE BASIS.
'79 280 IX, white, AC, dig footers
12x60. 2 BR. 1 bath,
.
ditches
.
crest everlooklog bones IL pasture.
auto, 98xxx, cruise, stumps, walks, spread
curtains,, carpet, elecTRACT NO. 2.15',+ /-ACRES LOCATED ON
Satellite DIA & KUA Sky lye V Receiver - Offorml Sammie
excellent condition, gravel, loading
tric heat & air, tie down.
NNW NO. 7e & SULPHUR WELL BLACKTOP
haul.
underpinning. Call 436$44,,50. After ,Sp.m. 1 354- etc. Call now to book
Trott Pie. 2 - 5.64 + /. Acres - 1.032.69' Pilotage
ROAD & PORTER LANE
5888.
8094.
Improved with 100E44' horse barn. 13 Mk 60140' indoor
your job. 527-1023 or
1.420 feet of biecktop suitable for residential and corn
14x70 TRAILER, 3 bay
DEALS On Wheels, 211 753-5192.
mom. 16:14' office w/fell bust., hey arm, mai I greemine
inertial development. frontog• on Hwy No. 79 This
shop with storage
arise, hick are.. 130' dissiteter eserdse pen end 4 an poss. Sur.
N. Atn St
Mayfield. FENCE sales at Seers
prime property is 441.9 feet dam on Porter Lane.
building on 1 acre. Call
rounding lewd is seam in ponmorant pedsore that Is %Mid l cress
Call 247 2424. '80 Fair
now. Call Sears 753-2310
•*CHOICE, OPEN LAND"ADJOINING
753-0318.
fenced.
mont $1095. '78 -Pinto for free estimate for
EST &TVs
COMMERCIAL A RESIDENTIAL
_
795. '77 LTD $895. '77 your needs.
1982 FLEETWOOD
11.
T
t
teat
IL
E.SrseCi
ffis.2icrstt
t
aida
Tract tie. 3 -1.44+ Acres Willi 30' I.O.W. To Point Pleasant
DEVELOPMENT AREAS"
14x70, 3 BR, 2 baths.
Malibu $695, '77 Chev- tOR custom track hoe
Reed
TRACT NO. 3-1.3+ /-ACRES KNOWN AS THE
central heatair. washer.
ette $895 '76 ' Malibu or dozer work. Will dig
West of Tree No. 1, lensed and sewn In permanent pasture
JACKSON NOMEM.ACE.
dryer, on large lot in
$695 '76 La Sabre $995. or clean out any kind of
and Is esatilson Mostniont Won movoniont to the lobe.
536 feet on Hwy No.fl, 531 feet on Sulphur Well Rood.
limo with new septic
'77 Monarch 5795. '76 ditches, ponds or
..1
2064-64415"1
r•iney nit.&Vim
This choice tract Is one of Henry County's moat desirable
tank and lines, good
Caprice $995 '75 Mon- creeks. Call 753-2905 or
TWINS:20% arm day Of sole. Wham doe within SO days open
storage building. landdelivery of deed.Possession 30 drys alter Mang of deed. On...
arch $495 '75 T Bird 759-4818.
comport's! lots. •*EXCELLPIT ELEVATION'•TOWERING
I Solo llianagairom mama it.. Agfa to canbleas any wall mons
scaped. Will sell with or
$595 '76 New Yorker
TREES••
or make any combination Maros& fflopurrT SILLS Off AIIMDLiffi
without lot. Phone 753$995. '75 Caprice, 9
Located between Paris and Paris Lending State Park
6598-or 753-0895.
4A311.
passenger, $795 '75
with commercial business on the adjoining property
Dodge 4x4 $995. '77
Improved with on older from* home with living room
Proaroction laspostion indaid. Call Sole Nsoorgewaroli to,
Chevy
PU
$1595
We're
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 bedrooms down, kitchen & dining combination and
opposIntorrat.
hard to beat. Dealers
* Boxing
2 bedrooms upstairs.
10)(40
MOBILE
home
welcome
.
Normon & WIlsto BONA Owners - Books 1 • embalms, ns
TERMS"20% flown day of sale. belerice dun within 30
*Framing
Mobile Home Village
Tolegkene /991)434-111110
JEEPS, cars, trucks
days upon delivery of dead. Tracts 1 4 2 ere sold sub.
Furnished, natural ea,
*Barn Posts
S100, now available in
in aseperatissi whit CIIMIURT 21 • CANUTON MALTY CO., MIC.
loci to owner's confirmation. Owner & Sale Menage
heat. Prefer 1 person
yowr area
Call
*Fenc
e
211'mem Ave. Perls TN Teisplossie(911111142•91441 • baby arm
No pets. 753-3895 aftei
inert reser* the right to combine any or all tracts. Coll
1 '6 1 9 565 1 5 2 2 for
Affiliate Weber - feel) 64244111 (901)6417119 Might)
Posts
5p.m.
Sale Management for pre-auction inspection.
directory 24 Hrs
16)(55 mobile home. 2
*Treated Lumber
Mr. Albert Jecirson, Owner-Peris, Tennessee
NEW tandem axle car
For filither inlurrnotimi. contact.
BR. tilt•out. living room
For mons information, confect MOODY REALTY COMtrailer, $875 Call 753
*Metal Roofing
$100
month
a
East of
Alexander Real Estate
PANY, Elliott moody. Co-Opereting Broker. Paris,
5588
TN.
*Farm Hardware
Dexter on 1346 51v. West
Telephone: (901442.3093.
8, Auction Sales
from 94 34 mi. Call
50.Used Trucks
I.
•' . •
cor.lot.
753-9360
ITErrnrarTiirl-TRig
Alf KANDFR REAL ESTATE IL AUCTION SALES
10x60 3 BR. 1 11 bath
67 I,, t, L t .4
NI
flat bed, recently pain$145 plus $75 deposit
, 2 tj.• ,.. ,a,t, St,... Vt...
ted white, good condiCall 753-2368
'cot fl ', ,,,, s,. 16217
tion. Call 753-2494
2 OR 3 BR furnished
'1,,,,,, ft:, „,,d,, 587 4588
1972 CHEVROLF:T
AC-natural
gas
Shad\
'..,. v 03 v. . 163 2709
truck, blue/white, ps,
DfiVVI
Oaks 753-5209
pb. air, tilt-wheel, am Murray. KY
NICE 2 BR trailer near
fm, good tires, runs
Murray. No pets Call
Phone 769-1099
good. good condition
II IS. AI. •or.../.. We.,
489-2611
Call 489-2869
p.

USED

neutral
Call 759-

MOVING
SALE

Construction

Commercial

Residential
New & Old
Free Estimates
25 Years
Experience

753-6123

°Emu's

$6725,

•
•

opkins Insurance Agent

Aluminum
Service Co.

PUBLIC AUCTION

PUBLIC AUCTION

/me

•
•macs mimesa

FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

.11

Is providing home owner
and farm owner coverage
for ENTIRE county and city
property.
Check Our Rates

Ray T. Broach
Bob Cornelison
753-4703 k-

•

FARM
LUMBER

BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

•••••••

,

Me
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Study on higher education makes no recommendations
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
When the 1984 General
'Assembly created a special
committee to study higher
education, one of its 'directives
was to recommend how the effectiveness and quality -of that
education might be improved.
The committee met for 17
months beginning in July 1984.
but when its final meeting was
held Monday. no recommendations were forthcoming.
The committee did release a

170-page report, but it contains
little new information, a Situation that distresSed some committee members.
am • disappointeein the
results of the pommittee that we
did not come out with Something
really specific." said Sen. Art
Schmidt, R-Ciild Spring.
Sen. Ed O'llaniel, ()Springfield. said the co
- nunittee
was sidetracked because of
political maneuvering 133- the

universities it was created'ito
study.
"They got together and they
went out and lobbied their alumni and their aludmi lobbied the
legislators and all of a sudden
the duplication issue became a
non-issue," O'Daniel said.
;Mantel said he doesn't expect the 1986 legislature to use
the information that was compiled to enact any major changes
in the way higher education is
governed or practiced.

MSU programs granted additional funds
Nine specially funded prowith handicapped infants and
grams- directed by the Depart- their families in rural areas.
ment of Special Education at One program will focus on the
Murray State University will development of instructional
receive almost $260,000 in exter- • modules to prepare students to
nal funding in 1985-86, according teach moderately/severely hanto departmental chairman Dr. dicapped children.
,
Viola Miller.
"Through these programs, we
Funding levels for the projects hope to develop better ways of
range from a total of $197,000 for teaching and support that will
three federally funded pro- provide incentives for more
grams to $4,315 for three pro- students to train for this type of
grams of the Committee for In- work," Ms. Miller said.
stitutional Studies and Research
The programs funded by CISR
(CISR 1. Other sources include deal with the scoring of reading
the Area Health Education Ser- diagnostic and audiological tests
vice (AHES)' and two state- by computers to see if that
'funded contracts.
method is more efficient than
The federal contracts —
manual grading.
awarded for a three-year period
The AHES-funded study will
— including creating training support field-based placements
programs for secondary-level in communications disorders,
teachers and for other related Including student stipends,
services involved in working supervisory expenses and coor-,

dination with AHES experts.
This program will be run in conjunction with the Department of
Nursing and the rehabilitation,
program.
The final two projects, funded
through state contracts, involve
direct service to the handicapped in the Murray region. The
Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation grant will support the service segments of the Murray
State Handicapped Infant/Toddler Program.
The Kentucky Commission for
Handicapped Children ap-,
propriated funds for a monthly .
otology clinic and,follow-up services by staff at the MSU
Diagnostic and. Remediation
Center.

"I don't sense an urgency
among legislators to adopt major reform's in higher education," he said.
Although no specific recommendations for improvement,
were made. Sen. Henry Lackey.
5-Henderson, who chaired the
committee, said it hs been a,
useful experience.
For one thing, he said, it provided. the 29' members with a
great deal of information about
higher education. including the

•

need for more money,especially
for undergraduate programs
and at community colleges.
The committee,lay its very existence. gently prodded the
university presidents to work
together, Lackey said.
The committee completed its
final meeting with a presentation by Harry Snyder, executive
director of the Council on Higher
Education, about the council's
1986-88 budget request for some
$1.06 billion.

The money would allow the
universities to be funded at the
level approved. in principle, by
previous legislatures that -approved a specific formula. In the
curreni fiscal year,.the schools
receive about 85 percent of the
funding level that would be appropriate under the formula,
"We're not asking for any ex-•
tra money," ,Snyder said.
"We're asking you to fund what
you've already created."

Eldredge named to state board
for small business development
Dr. David L. Eldredge, professor of computer information
systems at Murray State
University, has been appointed
to a two-year term on the newly
formed 16-member statewide
advisory committee for Kentucky's Small Business Development Center (SBDC) program.
The 'committee will provide
and counsel on plans and operaHobs, policy, program changes
and expansions, and researdh. It
will also review and evaluate the
program and serve as an ,advocate in promoting and
assisting in obtaining financial
support for the SBDC.
Murray State was among
three Kentucky universities

which. several-- years ago
established the SBDC to serve
Kentucky small businesses in
the areas of counseling, training
and research. The U.S. Small
Business Administration has
been a co-sponsor of the SBDC
since its inception.,
SBDC services are now offered by eight colleges and
universities in Kentucky. The
program provides free personalized consulting services in
the areas of management and
technical assistance for small
businesses and small business
entrepreneurs In Kentucky.
Eldredge, a professor at Murray State since 1976, served as
dean of the College of Business
and Public Affairs irom 1977 to

1985 when he relinquished that
position to go back to the
classroom to teach.
He is an author of three
business-oriented textbooks and
has published articles in several
professional journals. Eldredge
is also well known for his participation in professional conferences and has served as a
consultant for companies such
as Union Pacific Railroad,
Bristcrl-Myers and B.F.
Goodrich.
He earned the B.S. degree in
aerospace engineering at Iowa
State University and the M.S.
and Ph.D". degrees in operations
research/management science
at Ohio State University. •

SURGEON GENERAL'S- WARNING: Cigarette
Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.

